TOWN OF CANMORE
AGENDA
Finance Committee
Civic Centre Council Chamber, 902 7th Avenue
Thursday, November 4, 2021

9:00

A. CALL TO ORDER AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA
1. Agenda for the November 4, 2021 Finance Committee Meeting
B. DELEGATIONS
None

9:00 – 9:05
9:05 – 9:20

C. MINUTES
1. Minutes of the June 22, 2021 Finance Meeting
D. STAFF REPORTS
1. 2021 Financial Report Year-to-Date as at August 31, 2021
Purpose: To provide Council the year-to-date financial report as at August
31, 2021 for information.

9:20 – 9:35

2. Capital Update
Recommendation: That the Finance Committee recommend to Council to
cancel the following projects:
(1) 7168 Business Transformation (2021)
(2) 7174 PC Lifecycle & New Equipment (2021)
(3) 7175 IT Infrastructure Lifecycle & New Equipment (2021)
(4) 7176 Business Registry - CityView

9:35 - noon

3. Finance Committee Orientation
For information.

Noon – 1 p.m.

Lunch Break

1 p.m. – 4:30
p.m.

4. High Level Operating and Capital Budget Overview (verbal report)
For information.
E. IN CAMERA
None

4:30 p.m.

F. ADJOURNMENT
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C-1
Unapproved

TOWN OF CANMORE
MINUTES
Finance Committee
Tuesday, June 22, 2021 at 9:30 a.m.

FINANCE COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT
John Borrowman
Mayor
Karen Marra
Deputy Mayor
Rob Seeley
Councillor
Vi Sandford
Councillor
Joanna McCallum
Councillor
Esmé Comfort
Councillor
Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer (non-voting)
FINANCE COMMITTEE MEMBERS ABSENT
Jeff Hilstad
Councillor
ADMINISTRATION PRESENT
Sally Caudill
General Manager of Municipal Services
Therese Rogers
General Manager of Corporate Services
Whitney Smithers
General Manager of Municipal Infrastructure
Adam Driedzic
Town Solicitor
Robyn Dinnadge
Manager of Communications
Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk
Sara Jones
Executive Assistant (Recorder)
Chelsey Richardson
Manager of Finance
Ric Irwin
Senior Finance Officer
All meeting participants joined this meeting electronically and members of the public were permitted to
attend the meeting via livestream on the Town’s website.
Mayor Borrowman called the June 22, 2021 Finance Committee meeting to order at 9:32 a.m.

51-2021FIN

A. CALL TO ORDER AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA
1. Agenda for the June 22, 2021 Finance Committee Meeting
Moved by Mayor Borrowman that the Finance Committee approve the agenda for
the June 22, 2021 meeting as presented.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
B. DELEGATIONS
None
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52-2021FIN

Unapproved

C. MINUTES
1. Minutes of the May 4, 2021 Finance Meeting
Moved by Mayor Borrowman that the Finance Committee approve the minutes of
the May 4, 2021 meeting as presented.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
D. STAFF REPORTS
1. 2021 Financial Report – Year-to-Date as at April 30, 2021
Administration provided the Finance Committee with an overview of the year-todate financial report as at April 30, 2021.

53-2021FIN

54-2021FIN

2. Budget Development Direction
Moved by Mayor Borrowman that the Finance Committee direct administration as
follows:
(1) Prepare preliminary operating and capital budgets for 2022 that do not
exceed a 5% tax increase over the 2021 budget, and
(2) Prepare preliminary operating budget plans for 2023 and 2024 that do
not exceed a 5% tax increase in each year.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Moved by Councillor McCallum that the Finance Committee direct administration to
bring forward a service level review as part of the 2022 budget and to bring back a
terms of reference to Finance Committee for approval after completing 2022
strategic planning.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
E. IN CAMERA
None

55-2021FIN

F. ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Mayor Borrowman that the Finance Committee adjourn the June 22, 2021
meeting at 10:15 a.m.

_________________________
John Borrowman, Mayor

__________________________
Sara Jones, Executive Assistant

Minutes approved by: _______ _______
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Briefing
DATE OF MEETING:

November 4, 2021

Agenda #: D-1

TO:

Finance Committee

SUBJECT:

2021 Financial Report - Year to Date as at August 31, 2021

SUBMITTED BY:

Chelsey Richardson, Manager of Finance

PURPOSE:

To provide Council the year-to-date financial report as at August 31,
2021 for information.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Administration monitors actual performance compared to budget. This report provides a review of actual
financial performance for the eight-month period ending August 31, 2021.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
On February 23, 2021, through motion 40-2021, Council approved the 2021 Operating Budget and Business
Plan.
DISCUSSION
Due to the ongoing uncertainties posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, several critical assumptions made at the
time the 2021 budget was prepared and approved have changed significantly in how the year has played out.
Many year-to-date variances are largely attributable to timing differences, savings between actual versus
budgeted transactions, and various flow-through reserve and funding entries that are not accounted for until
year-end. However, several trends have been identified where variances are due to differences from
assumptions at the time of preparation versus how the year has played out, and the ongoing impacts of
COVID on planned levels of activities.
An analysis of the variances to August 31 was conducted that excluded the impact of timing and year-end
accounting and considered known subsequent events. As a result, Administration would like Finance
Committee to be aware of;
1. Planning Fees (+$656K) and Business Registry revenue (+$66K) continue to exceed budget because
of the general level of development and economic activity in town, and in the case of Planning,
building permits and the Gateway at TSMV subdivision application.
2. Engineering permits and fines (+$102K) exceed the current budget primarily from permits for the
Gateway at TSMV subdivision application as well as overall volume of development activity in town.
3. Contracted Services within Public Works (-$458K) are currently trending below budget due to timing
and savings of contracted expenses combined with savings in snow and ice control costs in the last
part of the previous winter.
4. Bylaw and photo radar fine revenue is currently trending (-$154K) lower than budget due to COVID
impacts.
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5. Position vacancies and payroll slippage - year to date payroll savings excluding COVID impacts is
$519K versus annual budget assumption of $700K. Administration will continue to monitor
throughout the year. There are several known vacancies, and it is anticipated that we should be
relatively close to the budget assumption by the end of the year.
6. Quarry Lake Paid Parking was approved at the March 2, 2021 Council meeting, and so had not been
included in the operating budget for the year. This has contributed variances within the Transit
budget area, and any remaining net revenues at the end of the year will flow through to the Paid
Parking Reserve. The Paid Parking program will be reallocated to Bylaw for year-end 2021 and future
years moving forward.
7. COVID expenses through the end of August totaled $430K and related to the following:
Department
Human Resources
Engineering
Bylaw Services
Parks
Streets & Roads
All other areas
Total

Amount
Description
$231,000 Additional resources
$51,000 Main St and Safe Spaces grants
$36,000 Support for increased visitation and
ambassador program for Main Street
$34,000 Outdoor washrooms and additional labor
and supplies for cleaning
$31,000 Additional labor related to outdoor spaces
$47,000 Various
$430,000

As mentioned above, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, some assumptions made at the time the 2021 budget
was prepared have played out differently.
•

•

•

Recreation facilities remained closed through the first half of 2021, which had not been anticipated.
Through the end of August, the financial impacts of the revenue lost in this area has been mainly
managed through corresponding expense reductions. Additional losses are anticipated to continue
through the remainder of the year now that facilities are open with restrictions in place. It is
anticipated that the $1,000,000 transfer from the tax stabilization reserve that was budgeted will be
required in order offset the impact of the lost revenue.
The ongoing closures and restrictions also impacted the facilities department, resulting in lower
salaries wages and benefits costs as a result of layoffs, lower contracted services due to savings in
custodial services and timing and savings in contracted repair and maintenance, and finally savings in
supplies and energy. Overall, through the end of August, the net deficit in the Facilities department
was $637K better than budgeted.
More generally, across the organization, the ongoing impacts of COVID and related restrictions
significantly impacted the ability of certain planned activities to occur, resulting in savings across
many departments and line items. The pandemic impacted the ability of planned training,
conferences and travel to happen, as many events were delayed or held virtually. Additionally, as
staff continued to deal with rapidly changing circumstances and restrictions, and overall workload
related to the pandemic, other planned work was unable to be completed. Some of this work may
happen later in the year, but it is likely that some of these savings will remain at the end of the year,
and may contribute to overall lower expenses spent than budgeted and contribute to a surplus.
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Two emerging issues have arisen during recent months, the financial impacts of which are uncertain at this
time, but are likely to impact the 2021 fiscal year. The first is the Three Sisters Mountain Village Properties’
appeals and litigation, and while the judicial reviews may not be scheduled until into 2022, significant legal
fees are likely to be incurred in responding to these appeals and litigation, which is currently already
underway. This has also been considered in the preparation of the 2022 budget.
The other issue pertains to the RCMP contract. In June of this year, a six-year tentative agreement was
reached in the collective bargaining process, going back to 2017. The estimates we have received indicate
$45,000 to $55,000 in retroactive back pay per RCMP member, which at 18 members, would be an impact of
almost $1M for the Town. There are also additional policing costs, such as payouts of excess leave and pistol
modernization, which did not include estimates. There is significant advocacy work in this area surrounding
who will pay these retroactive increases, as municipalities do not have the fiscal ability to cover these kinds of
increases, and were not at the negotiating table.
Overall, these two issues could have a substantial impact in the final portion of 2021, but will require further
information or estimates to identify the likely outcomes.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
Year-to-date operating results as at August 31 indicate conformance with the overall 2021 budget.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
N/A
ATTACHMENTS
1) Financial Report as at August 31, 2021 (with variance explanations)
AUTHORIZATION

Submitted by:

Chelsey Richardson
Manager of Finance

Date:

October 28, 2021

Approved by:

Therese Rogers
GM of Corporate Services

Date

October 28, 2021

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:
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Town of Canmore
Summary of All Units
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

REVENUES
Municipal Taxes
Sales and Rentals
Permits and Fines
Internal Transfers
Grants
Transfers and Other
Total Revenue

26,344,967
12,610,671
2,613,389
780,552
680,073
1,489,512
44,519,164

26,370,644
13,155,940
1,932,354
794,491
634,972
868,602
43,757,003

(25,677)
(545,269)
681,035
(13,939)
45,101
620,910
762,161

(0%)
(4%)
35%
(2%)
7%
71%
2%

26,395,644
21,564,297
2,627,018
979,565
1,409,646
4,309,627
57,285,797

EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Borrowing Costs
Other
Transfer to Capital
Transfer to Reserve
Internal Transfers
Transfer to Affiliated Orgs
Total Expenditures

12,045,925
1,459,409
8,397,493
1,722,311
2,373,039
284,607
0
266,029
780,552
1,609,311
28,938,676

13,841,515
1,656,938
9,362,519
2,053,718
2,379,923
8,258
0
268,520
771,577
1,565,239
31,908,207

(1,795,590)
(197,529)
(965,026)
(331,407)
(6,884)
276,349
0
(2,491)
8,975
44,072
(2,969,531)

(13%)
(12%)
(10%)
(16%)
(0%)
3346%
0%
(1%)
1%
3%
(9%)

19,818,038
1,995,198
15,557,406
3,785,803
4,519,838
672,360
1,210,000
7,182,350
979,565
1,565,239
57,285,797

Net Surplus / Deficit

15,580,488

11,848,796

3,731,692

31%

0

See the following pages for details:
Please note:

The Town of Canmore periodic internal financial reports do not reflect accrual
accounting. As such, there are timing variances due to differences between
cash and accrual-based accounting.
Many reserve entries and transfers are not booked until year-end. Consequently,
there are year-to-date variances related to flow-through reserve and funding entries
not yet accounted for.
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Town of Canmore
Summary of Town Operations (excl Utilities / SWS)
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

REVENUES
Municipal Taxes
Sales and Rentals
Permits and Fines
Internal Transfers
Grants
Transfers and Other
Total Revenue

26,344,967
3,281,823
2,613,389
780,552
680,073
1,489,512
35,190,316

26,370,644
4,068,338
1,932,354
794,491
634,972
868,602
34,669,401

(25,677)
(786,515)
681,035
(13,939)
45,101
620,910
520,915

(0%)
(19%)
35%
(2%)
7%
71%
2%

26,395,644
6,588,542
2,627,018
979,565
1,409,646
4,069,627
42,070,042

EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Borrowing Costs
Other
Transfer to Capital
Transfer to Reserve
Internal Transfers
Transfer to Affiliated Orgs
Total Expenditures

11,167,189
1,455,687
4,431,666
1,299,075
825,283
283,960
0
66,029
23,916
1,524,811
21,077,616

12,941,262
1,641,738
5,116,523
1,612,166
827,528
8,258
0
68,520
19,850
1,480,719
23,716,564

(1,774,073)
(186,051)
(684,857)
(313,091)
(2,245)
275,702
0
(2,491)
4,066
44,092
(2,638,948)

(14%)
(11%)
(13%)
(19%)
(0%)
3339%
0%
(4%)
20%
3%
(11%)

18,491,212
1,972,398
8,955,529
2,791,646
1,600,397
672,360
1,210,000
4,851,381
44,400
1,480,719
42,070,042

Net Surplus / Deficit

14,112,700

10,952,837

3,159,863

29%

0

See the following pages for details:
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Town of Canmore
General Municipal
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual
REVENUES
Municipal Taxes
Sales and Rentals
Permits and Fines
Grants
Transfers and Other
Total Revenue
EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Borrowing Costs
Other
Transfer to Capital
Transfer to Reserve
Total Expenditures

Net Surplus / Deficit

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

25,646,305
1,668,163
190,173
200,613
909,472
28,614,726

25,670,644
1,717,919
186,336
183,000
586,584
28,344,483

(24,339)
(49,756)
3,837
17,613
322,888
270,243

(0%)
(3%)
2%
10%
55%
1%

25,695,644
2,886,500
222,000
183,000
2,346,386
31,333,530

0
846,532
0
622,487
0
0
62,429
1,531,448

0
854,840
0
624,732
0
0
64,920
1,544,492

0
(8,308)
0
(2,245)
0
0
(2,491)
(13,044)

0%
(1%)
0%
(0%)
0%
0%
(4%)
(1%)

(700,588)
859,840
25,000
1,194,806
650,000
1,210,000
4,146,886
7,385,944

27,083,278

26,799,991

283,287

1%

23,947,586

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Grants - increased MSI Operating grant for 2021.
Transfers and Other - increase is primarily per motion 302-2020 - $300k transfer from Tax Stabilization reserve
to fund COVID expenses for Q1 2021. (offsetting expenses are recorded in individual departments)
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Town of Canmore
Council
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual
EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Other
Total Expenditures

Net Surplus / Deficit

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

274,790
47,333
3,500
75
0
325,698

272,542
53,664
664
1,000
0
327,870

2,248
(6,331)
2,836
(925)
0
(2,172)

1%
(12%)
427%
(93%)
0%
(1%)

409,636
54,000
1,000
1,500
14,000
480,136

(325,698)

(327,870)

2,172

(1%)

(480,136)

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Admin and General Services - decreased as Canada Day event support was not required.
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Town of Canmore
Corporate Administration Rollup
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual
REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Internal Transfers
Grants
Transfers and Other
Total Revenue
EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Other
Total Expenditures

Net Surplus / Deficit

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

76,351
151,802
27,984
77,906
334,043

46,000
144,247
0
31,600
221,847

30,351
7,555
27,984
46,306
112,196

66%
5%
0%
147%
51%

69,000
151,247
0
32,200
252,447

2,759,123
207,948
921,052
10,154
163,106
4,061,383

2,782,287
304,380
891,131
57,614
50
4,035,462

(23,164)
(96,432)
29,921
(47,460)
163,056
25,921

(1%)
(32%)
3%
(82%)
326112%
1%

4,167,581
436,205
1,216,642
86,500
50
5,906,978

(3,727,340)

(3,813,615)

86,275

(2%)

(5,654,531)

Rollup includes: Executive Office, Human Resources, Finance, Common Services and I.T.

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Sales and Rentals - increase due to volume of tax certificates as a result of high levels of property sales.
Internal Transfers - increase due to an unbudgeted transfer from BV Family Resource Network for I.T. services.
Grants - received initial grant from province to support conducting the 2021 Senate election and referendum.
Transfers and Other - increased due to receiving a $49k WCB Partners in Injury Reduction (PIR) rebate.
Admin and General Services - decreased due to timing and savings of general expenses in all areas.
Supplies and Energy - decrease mainly due to timing and savings of general supplies expenses in HR.
Other - increase due to COVID related expenditures - primarily HR resource support.
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Town of Canmore
Municipal Services Rollup
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Permits and Fines
Grants
Transfers and Other
Total Revenue

836,660
960,662
451,476
176,838
2,425,636

1,853,531
1,048,168
451,972
21,122
3,374,793

(1,016,871)
(87,506)
(496)
155,716
(949,157)

(55%)
(8%)
(0%)
737%
(28%)

2,800,720
1,431,750
1,146,646
1,251,450
6,630,566

EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Other
Transfer to Reserve
Internal Transfers
Total Expenditures

4,284,086
213,294
811,679
221,812
7,779
3,600
23,916
5,566,166

5,502,785
279,130
909,460
289,314
208
3,600
19,850
7,004,347

(1,218,699)
(65,836)
(97,781)
(67,502)
7,571
0
4,066
(1,438,181)

(22%)
(24%)
(11%)
(23%)
3640%
0%
20%
(21%)

8,162,127
437,978
3,383,448
419,453
310
454,495
44,400
12,902,211

(3,140,530)

(3,629,554)

489,024

(13%)

(6,271,645)

Net Surplus / Deficit

See following departmental sheets for details:
Economic Development Rollup
Community Social Development Rollup
Protective Services Rollup
Recreation Rollup
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Town of Canmore
Economic Development Rollup
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Permits and Fines
Transfers and Other
Total Revenue

7,200
471,120
31,788
510,108

1,000
405,000
17,250
423,250

6,200
66,120
14,538
86,858

620%
16%
84%
21%

1,500
405,000
22,250
428,750

EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Other
Transfer to Reserve
Total Expenditures

303,970
63,993
8,196
5,775
73
0
382,007

315,903
79,226
41,575
17,390
0
0
454,094

(11,933)
(15,233)
(33,379)
(11,615)
73
0
(72,087)

(4%)
(19%)
(80%)
(67%)
0%
0%
(16%)

470,224
161,560
66,575
20,850
0
30,895
750,104

Net Surplus / Deficit

128,101

(30,844)

158,945

(515%)

(321,354)

Rollup includes: Economic Development and Arts & Events

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Sales and Rentals - increased due to volume of film permits (wedding photography).
Permits and Fines - Business Registry fees continue to trend higher than budget, even with the impacts of COVID;
having a registered business is a requirement in order to access COVID support programs.
Transfers and Other - increased primarily from the $18,000 General Operating Reserve transfer for
Truth & Reconciliation Day - per 205-2021.
Admin and General Services - decreased due to timing and savings of general expenses.
Contracted Services - decreased due to timing and savings of general expenses.
Supplies and Energy - decreased due to timing and savings of general expenses.
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Town of Canmore
Community Social Development Rollup
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Grants
Transfers and Other
Total Revenue

43,017
451,476
136,242
630,735

38,599
451,972
3,872
494,443

4,418
(496)
132,370
136,292

11%
(0%)
3419%
28%

42,935
734,710
5,700
783,345

EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Other
Transfer to Reserve
Internal Transfers
Total Expenditures

660,404
14,655
61,753
114,862
1,684
3,600
7,555
864,513

679,092
12,198
63,488
74,548
208
3,600
0
833,134

(18,688)
2,457
(1,735)
40,314
1,476
0
7,555
31,379

(3%)
20%
(3%)
54%
710%
0%
0%
4%

1,020,463
17,863
103,743
103,521
310
3,600
0
1,249,500

(233,778)

(338,691)

104,913

(31%)

(466,155)

Net Surplus / Deficit

Rollup includes: CSD Administration, FCSS and BV Family Resource Network (FRN)

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Transfers and Other - increased from (1) FRN grant funds received in prior year for use in Q1 2021 and (2)
additional funding received to support COVID related programs - Meals on Wheels, Banff Canmore Community
Foundation, Crossway Thrift.
Supplies and Energy - increased due to both timing and budget allocation of expenses particularly in FRN.
Internal Transfers - increased due to an unbudgeted transfer from FRN for I.T. services.
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Town of Canmore
Protective Services Rollup
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual
REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Permits and Fines
Grants
Transfers and Other
Total Revenue
EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Other
Transfer to Reserve
Internal Transfers
Total Expenditures

Net Surplus / Deficit

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

20,730
489,542
0
0
510,272

36,072
643,168
0
0
679,240

(15,342)
(153,626)
0
0
(168,968)

(43%)
(24%)
0%
0%
(25%)

140,740
1,026,750
411,936
223,500
1,802,926

2,184,801
105,742
713,931
66,655
4,226
0
16,361
3,091,716

2,444,969
132,980
771,795
118,632
0
0
19,850
3,488,226

(260,168)
(27,238)
(57,864)
(51,977)
4,226
0
(3,489)
(396,510)

(11%)
(20%)
(7%)
(44%)
0%
0%
(18%)
(11%)

3,610,302
177,970
3,171,875
173,932
0
420,000
44,400
7,598,479

(2,581,444)

(2,808,986)

227,542

(8%)

(5,795,553)

Rollup includes: RCMP Policing, Bylaw Services and Fire-Rescue

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Sales and Rentals - decreased due to timing of Fire-Rescue mutual aid and insurance billings.
Permits and Fines - decreased primarily due to photo radar and bylaw fines as a result of COVID impacts.
Salaries, Wages and Benefits - decreased due to both vacancies and savings in Bylaw and Fire-Rescue
Admin and General Services - decreased due to timing and savings of general expenses in Fire-Rescue and Bylaw.
Contracted Services - decreased photo radar contract costs as well as general expenses in Fire-Rescue.
Supplies and Energy - decrease due to timing and savings of general expenses in Fire-Rescue and Bylaw.
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Town of Canmore
Recreation Rollup
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual
REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Transfers and Other
Total Revenue

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

765,714
8,808
774,522

1,777,860
0
1,777,860

(1,012,146)
8,808
(1,003,338)

(57%)
0%
(56%)

2,615,545
1,000,000
3,615,545

EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Other
Total Expenditures

1,134,912
28,904
27,800
34,520
1,796
1,227,932

2,062,821
54,726
32,602
78,744
0
2,228,893

(927,909)
(25,822)
(4,802)
(44,224)
1,796
(1,000,961)

(45%)
(47%)
(15%)
(56%)
0%
(45%)

3,061,138
80,585
41,255
121,150
0
3,304,128

Net Surplus / Deficit

(453,410)

(451,033)

(2,377)

1%

311,417

Rollup includes: Rec Admin & Rentals, Aquatics, Climbing and Rec Programs & Fitness

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Sales and Rentals - decreased due to impacts of COVID pandemic including multiple facility closures
and limits on programming due to health restrictions.
Transfers and Other - increase is small balance reconciliation & clean up of accounts.
Salaries, Wages and Benefits - decrease due to impacts of COVID, including multiple facility closures and resultant lay-offs.
Admin and General Services - decrease due to impacts of COVID, including facility closures and programming restrictions.
Contracted Services - decrease due to impacts of COVID, including facility closures and programming restrictions.
Supplies and Energy - decrease due to impacts of COVID, including facility closures and programming restrictions.
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Town of Canmore
Municipal Infrastructure Rollup
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Permits and Fines
Internal Transfers
Grants
Transfers and Other
Total Revenue

700,650
1,462,555
628,750
0
78,409
2,870,364

450,888
697,850
650,244
0
26,500
1,825,482

249,762
764,705
(21,494)
0
51,909
1,044,882

55%
110%
(3%)
0%
196%
57%

832,322
973,268
828,318
80,000
34,000
2,747,908

EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Other
Total Expenditures

3,849,189
53,270
2,459,434
1,067,035
113,076
7,542,004

4,383,648
62,414
3,079,268
1,264,238
8,000
8,797,568

(534,459)
(9,144)
(619,834)
(197,203)
105,076
(1,255,564)

(12%)
(15%)
(20%)
(16%)
1313%
(14%)

6,452,456
97,065
4,093,439
2,284,193
8,000
12,935,153

(4,671,640)

(6,972,086)

2,300,446

(33%)

(10,187,245)

Net Surplus / Deficit

See following departmental sheets for details:
Engineering
Transit
Planning & Development
Facilities Rollup
Public Works Rollup
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Town of Canmore
Engineering
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Permits and Fines
Internal Transfers
Total Revenue

0
148,279
229,711
377,990

0
46,672
229,711
276,383

0
101,607
0
101,607

0%
218%
0%
37%

7,166
70,000
229,711
306,877

EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Other
Total Expenditures

563,989
6,121
81,211
2,082
51,392
704,795

588,971
8,460
82,836
2,572
0
682,839

(24,982)
(2,339)
(1,625)
(490)
51,392
21,956

(4%)
(28%)
(2%)
(19%)
0%
3%

882,799
13,450
125,000
4,900
0
1,026,149

(326,805)

(406,456)

79,651

(20%)

(719,272)

Net Surplus / Deficit

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Permits and Fines - increased primarily from permits for the Gateway at TSMV subdivision application as well as
overall volume of development activity in town.
Other - increase due to COVID related expenditures.
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Town of Canmore
Transit
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual
REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Permits and Fines
Transfers and Other
Total Revenue

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

232,925
6,999
19,000
258,924

0
0
19,000
19,000

232,925
6,999
0
239,924

0%
0%
0%
1263%

0
0
19,000
19,000

EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Total Expenditures

14,186
6,909
1,217,653
9,067
1,247,815

0
0
1,204,380
0
1,204,380

14,186
6,909
13,273
9,067
43,435

0%
0%
1%
0%
4%

0
0
1,223,380
0
1,223,380

Net Surplus / Deficit

(988,891)

(1,185,380)

196,489

(17%)

(1,204,380)

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Sales and Rentals - increase is a result of Paid Parking program at Quarry Lake.
Permits and Fines - increase is a result of Paid Parking program at Quarry Lake.
Salaries, Wages and Benefits - increase is a result of Paid Parking program at Quarry Lake.
Admin and General Services - increase is a result of Paid Parking program at Quarry Lake.
Supplies and Energy - increase is a result of Paid Parking program at Quarry Lake.
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Town of Canmore
Planning & Development
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual
REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Permits and Fines
Total Revenue

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

51,210
1,307,277
1,358,487

48,400
651,178
699,578

2,810
656,099
658,909

6%
101%
94%

63,100
903,268
966,368

EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Other
Total Expenditures

702,267
11,820
56,450
41
280
770,858

757,302
22,044
100,000
1,568
0
880,914

(55,035)
(10,224)
(43,550)
(1,527)
280
(110,056)

(7%)
(46%)
(44%)
(97%)
0%
(12%)

1,133,468
32,320
170,000
2,350
0
1,338,138

Net Surplus / Deficit

587,629

(181,336)

768,965

(424%)

(371,770)

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Permits and Fines - increased from volume of building permit activity as well as permits for the Gateway at TSMV
subdivision application.
Salaries, Wages and Benefits - decrease is due to position vacancies.
Admin and General Services - decreased due to timing and savings of general expenses.
Contracted Services - decreased due to timing and savings of contracted service requirements.
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Town of Canmore
Facilities Rollup
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual
REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Internal Transfers
Total Revenue
EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Other
Total Expenditures

Net Surplus / Deficit

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

338,904
60,000
398,904

350,584
60,000
410,584

(11,680)
0
(11,680)

(3%)
0%
(3%)

520,196
60,000
580,196

1,031,727
10,872
383,797
397,685
13,583
1,837,664

1,413,201
10,140
514,204
549,026
0
2,486,571

(381,474)
732
(130,407)
(151,341)
13,583
(648,907)

(27%)
7%
(25%)
(28%)
0%
(26%)

2,123,350
13,510
768,014
934,693
0
3,839,567

(1,438,760)

(2,075,987)

637,227

(31%)

(3,259,371)

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Salaries, Wages and Benefits - decrease related to layoffs from facility closures due to COVID-19,
combined with vacancies.
Contracted Services - decreased due to timing and savings of contracted repairs & maintenance as well as ytd
savings in custodial services.
Supplies and Energy - decrease primarily due to savings as a result of COVID, including supplies, natural gas and
power from facility closures.
Other - increase due to COVID related expenditures.
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Town of Canmore
Public Works Rollup
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual
REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Internal Transfers
Grants
Transfers and Other
Total Revenue
EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Other
Total Expenditures

Net Surplus / Deficit

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

77,611
339,039
0
59,409
476,059

51,904
360,533
0
7,500
419,937

25,707
(21,494)
0
51,909
56,122

50%
(6%)
0%
692%
13%

241,860
538,607
80,000
15,000
875,467

1,537,021
17,547
720,323
658,159
47,821
2,980,871

1,624,174
21,770
1,177,848
711,072
8,000
3,542,864

(87,153)
(4,223)
(457,525)
(52,913)
39,821
(561,993)

(5%)
(19%)
(39%)
(7%)
498%
(16%)

2,312,839
37,785
1,807,045
1,342,250
8,000
5,507,919

(2,504,812)

(3,122,927)

618,115

(20%)

(4,632,452)

Rollup includes: PW Administration, Parks and Streets & Roads

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Sales and Rentals - increased due to sales of cemetery plots and niches.
Internal Transfers - decreased due to timing of internal fleet transfers to Fire-Rescue and Solid Waste Services.
Transfers and Other - increased from carry-over Mountain Pine Beetle grant funds received in prior year - this
will be offset in contracted expenses later in the year.
Salaries, Wages and Benefits - decreased due to vacancies.
Contracted Services - decreased due to timing and savings of contracted expenses combined with ytd savings
in snow and ice control costs.
Supplies and Energy - decrease is primarily due to savings in fuel expenses.
Other - increase due to COVID related expenditures.
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Town of Canmore
Solid Waste Services Rollup
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Total Revenue

2,302,166
2,302,166

2,360,674
2,360,674

(58,508)
(58,508)

(2%)
(2%)

3,808,110
3,808,110

EXPENDITURES
Salaries, Wages and Benefits
Admin and General Services
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Borrowing Costs
Other
Transfer to Reserve
Internal Transfers
Transfer to Affiliated Orgs
Total Expenditures

878,736
3,722
485,815
71,395
246,380
647
200,000
294,721
84,500
2,265,916

900,253
15,200
535,588
79,408
247,471
0
200,000
289,812
84,520
2,352,252

(21,517)
(11,478)
(49,773)
(8,013)
(1,091)
647
0
4,909
(20)
(86,336)

(2%)
(76%)
(9%)
(10%)
(0%)
0%
0%
2%
(0%)
(4%)

1,326,826
22,800
882,100
109,100
494,942
0
414,572
473,250
84,520
3,808,110

36,250

8,422

27,828

330%

0

Net Surplus / Deficit

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Admin and General Services - decreased due to timing and savings of general expenses.
Contracted Services - decreased primarily due to timing of waste hauling and equipment repairs.
Supplies and Energy - decreased due to timing and savings of general expenses.
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Town of Canmore
Water Utility Rollup
as at August 31, 2021

2021
YTD Actual

2021
YTD Budget

Variance $

Variance %

2021 Annual
Budget

REVENUES
Sales and Rentals
Transfers and Other
Total Revenue

7,026,682
0
7,026,682

6,726,928
0
6,726,928

299,754
0
299,754

4%
0%
4%

11,167,645
240,000
11,407,645

EXPENDITURES
Contracted Services
Supplies and Energy
Borrowing Costs
Transfer to Reserve
Internal Transfers
Total Expenditures

3,480,013
351,840
1,301,376
0
461,915
5,595,144

3,710,408
362,144
1,304,924
0
461,915
5,839,391

(230,395)
(10,304)
(3,548)
0
0
(244,247)

(6%)
(3%)
(0%)
0%
0%
(4%)

5,719,777
885,057
2,424,499
1,916,397
461,915
11,407,645

Net Surplus / Deficit

1,431,538

887,537

544,001

61%

0

Notes on variances of $5,000 and 5% from Budget:
Contracted Services - decreased due to timing of Epcor billing cycle.
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Request for Decision
DATE OF MEETING:

November 4, 2021

TO:

Finance Committee

SUBJECT:

Capital Update

SUBMITTED BY:

Chelsey Richardson, Manager of Finance

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Finance Committee recommend to Council to cancel the
following projects:
•
•
•
•

Agenda #: D-2

7168 Business Transformation (2021)
7174 PC Lifecycle & New Equipment (2021)
7175 IT Infrastructure Lifecycle & New Equipment (2021)
7176 Business Registry - CityView

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Per the Budget Amendments Policy, certain criteria must be met in order for capital projects to carry forward.
Some approved 2021 projects will not meet these criteria for carryover, and so will need to be cancelled.
RELEVANT COUNCIL DIRECTION, POLICY, OR BYLAWS
Policy regarding capital project carry forward is included in the Budget Amendments Policy FIN-001.
DISCUSSION
Projects for carry forward are intended to be kept to a minimum, and there are outlined criteria contained
within the Budget Amendments Policy in order for capital projects to qualify for carryover. The policy states
that where funds have not been expended on a capital project by October 15th, in order for project to qualify
for carryover, one of the following must occur: a request for quotes, proposals, or tenders has been issued; a
contract for work has been entered into but the work has not yet commenced; work has commenced, but no
invoices have yet been received and/or paid; or a plan for how and when the project will commence prior to
year-end is approved by the CAO.
The ongoing impacts of COVID-19 and related restrictions have continued to impact planned work and
capacity for the Town throughout 2021. This has meant that some planned project work has been delayed, or
unable to occur to due other pressing matters.
The following projects are recommended for cancellation:
•
•

#7168 Business Transformation – There is an additional Business Transformation project in the
budget coming forward to the Finance Committee for 2022.
#7174 PC Lifecycle & New Equipment (2021) – The capital project for PC equipment in 2022 has
been adjusted based on the cancellation of this project.
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•
•

#7175 IT Infrastructure Lifecycle & New Equipment (2021) - The capital project for IT
infrastructure equipment in 2022 has been adjusted based on the cancellation of this project.
#7176 Business Registry – CityView – This project has been included in the 2023 capital plan
coming forward to the Finance Committee.

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
The Finance Committee could choose not to recommend to Council that these projects not be cancelled, but
as most projects are re-introduced in the future years budget coming forward to the Finance Committee, this
is not recommended.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
As all the projects, with the exception of the Business Transformation project are re-introduced in future
years, the financial impacts mainly relate to timing. In the case of the Business Transformation project, that
$100,000 will be saved due to the cancellation of the project.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
None.
ATTACHMENTS
1) 2021 Capital Project Progress - September 2021
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Chelsey Richardson
Manager of Financial Services

Date:

Approved by:

Therese Rogers
GM of Corporate Services

Date:

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:
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Town of Canmore
2021 Capital Project Progress - September 2021
Project
#

Project Title

Total Project

2021

Project Budget

Budget

Budget

Spent to Date

Complete in
2021 ? (Y/N)

WIP
Category

Project Progress

ADMINISTRATION
7168

Business Transformation (2021)

100,000

100,000

-

No

n/a

75,000

75,000

28,111

No

Multi Year

-

No

Multi Year

Will be cancelled, work has not progressed as anticipated due to workload constraints; new project in 2022
Project received additional $25k in funding from community futures to expand business resiliency programming. It would be
beneficial to offer these into 2022
RFP to be issued in 2021, project execution in 2022

7169

Business Resiliency Grant Program

7170

Retail Gap Analysis and Light Industrial Review

45,000

45,000

7171

Building Neighbourhoods Builds Community 2.0

35,000

35,000

5,044

No

Multi Year

Project will be finalized by Q2 2022

n/a

ADMIN - Work in Progress (2020)
7001

Public Art (2018)

147,000

14,104

146,976

Yes

n/a

7055

Organizational Review (2019)

200,000

22,767

200,001

Yes

n/a

7121

Organizational Review (2020)

165,000

165,000

58,694

No

n/a

Work is ongoing

7151

Corporate Digitization (2020)

120,000

116,245

118,235

No

n/a

Project complete

7161

Community Social Development Pandemic Response

397,000

235,136

256,484

Yes

n/a

Work is ongoing.

7162

Economic Development Pandemic Response

281,000

66,870

229,786

Yes

n/a

Projects will be wrapped up at the end of 2021

7165

Tourism Task Force Engagement

80,000

80,000

61,638

Yes

n/a

Project is complete. Final Framework adopted by council on October 5 2021

1,645,000

955,122

1,104,969

200,000

200,000

164,152

Yes

n/a

Final 2021 scope items scheduled for November

82,000

82,000

17,682

No

n/a

Small amount to be carried over to cover ongoing contractor support

Administration Total:

Project will be finalized in 2021

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
7172

Network Upgrade (2021)

7173

TownSquare Phase 2

7174

PC Lifecycle & New Equipment (2021)

40,000

40,000

-

No

n/a

Will be cancelled, 2022 adjusted accordingly

7175

IT Infrastructure Lifecycle & New Equipment (2021)

70,000

70,000

-

No

n/a

Will be cancelled, 2022 adjusted accordingly

100,000

100,000

-

No

n/a

Will be cancelled, will be brought back in 2023

20,000

20,000

3,000

No

n/a

Scheduling changes in 2022
To be used for remote working support in 2021/2022

7176

Business Registry-CityView

7177

Recreation System Enhancements
IT - Work in Progress (2020)

1706

Desktop Virtualization

1707

Planning & Development Tracking System

7008

Fire Operations Management System

7059

IT Infrastructure Lifecycle & New Equipment (2019)

7061

Document & Records Mgmt System Roll-Out

7062

Telecommunications System

7063

E-Services

7124
7125
7127

60,000

28,743

31,257

No

n/a

360,000

7,912

359,588

No

n/a

To be used for CityView Professional Services

70,000

11,012

58,989

No

n/a

Scoping new module deployments in 2022

80,000

35,030

82,308

Yes

n/a

185,000

39,487

185,002

Yes

n/a

60,000

41,818

28,876

No

n/a

Ongoing support and configuration of Teams

150,000

139,738

10,262

No

n/a

Ongoing project

PC Lifecycle & New Equipment (2020)

73,000

43,085

32,805

No

n/a

Carried over, 2022 adjusted accordingly

IT Infrastructure Lifecycle & New Equipment (2020)

80,000

16,823

68,497

No

n/a

Carried over, 2022 adjusted accordingly

I.T. Strategic Plan Recommendations

80,000

49,887

45,388

No

n/a

Carried over, 2022 adjusted accordingly
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Town of Canmore
2021 Capital Project Progress - September 2021
Project
#

Project Title

Total Project

2021

Project Budget

Budget

Budget

Spent to Date

Information Technology Total:

1,710,000

925,535

1,087,805

Complete in
2021 ? (Y/N)

WIP
Category

Project Progress

PROTECTIVE SERVICES
7178

Gas Detection Program

40,000

40,000

-

No

Multi Year

7179

Kubota Mini-Pumper Replacement

25,000

25,000

-

No

Multi Year

850,000

850,000

696

Yes

n/a

325,000

325,000

306,247

Yes

n/a

1,240,000

1,240,000

306,943

Due to capacity issues created by Covid and other projects, this project will start in December and roll into Jan-March. Completion
within 2022 is assured.
Due to capacity issues created by Covid and other projects, this project will start in December and roll into Jan-March. Completion
within 2022 is assured.

PROTECT SERV - Work in Progress (2020)
7128

Fire Rescue Truck Replacement

7129

Self Contained Breathing Apparatus Life Cycle
Protective Services Total:

Truck will be here end of November. Anticipate the payment due in December. Delay is possible due to the factory or weather, but
not anticipated at this point.
Project almost complete. All cash flow should be done by Dec 31, 2021

RECREATION
n/a

-

n/a
n/a

RECREATION - Work in Progress (2020)
n/a
Recreation Total:

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,350,000

1,350,000

898,949

Yes

Warranty Period

Substantially Complete (CCC) - Warranty Stage

20,000

20,000

5,230

Yes

Warranty Period

Substantially Complete - Warranty Stage

520,000

520,000

475,255

Yes

Warranty Period

75,000

75,000

50,480

No

Deferred

More scope needed to remediate as project progressed. Additional funds needed to complete. CST evaluating next steps.
Substantially Complete. Residual items still remain in 2022 (e.g. exterior masonry repairs).

FACILITIES
7180

New Fire Hall - Enabling Works

7181

CRC - Rm 200 Court Sport Lines & Equipment

7182

CRC - Rooftop Solar Installation

7207

Stan Rogers Memorial Stage

Substantially Complete - Warranty Stage

FACILITIES - Work in Progress (2020)
7009

CRC - Lifecycle Maintenance Construction

12,905,000

435,668

12,568,680

Yes

Multi Year

7072

EP - Dust Filtration System Improvements

42,000

40,025

1,975

No

Multi Year

Dust filtration equipment is ordered & is expected to be delivered/installed by year end, or Q1 of 2022

7132

Fire Hall - New Design

975,000

542,154

859,762

Yes

Multi Year

90% drawings submitted for review. Design responsibilities will continue during procurement & construction phases

15,887,000

2,982,847

14,860,331

Facilities Total:
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
n/a

-

n/a

P&D - Work in Progress (2020)
1624

Affordable Housing Land and Policies
Planning & Development Total:
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650,000

102,762

547,239

650,000

102,762

547,239

Yes

n/a

New project 7209 created in Public Works (Sustainability) to address remaining deliverable of Lower Silvertip Human Wildlife
Interaction Management Plan.
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Town of Canmore
2021 Capital Project Progress - September 2021
Project
#

Project Title

Total Project

2021

Project Budget

Budget

Budget

Spent to Date

Complete in
2021 ? (Y/N)

WIP
Category

Project Progress

ENGINEERING
7184

Bridge Asset Management (2021)

310,000

310,000

-

No

Deferred

Condition assessment complete. Development review workloads have resulted in deferred construction.

7185

Street and Drainage Rehabilitation (2021)

650,000

650,000

67,431

No

Multi Year

Condition assessment complete, along with a number of minor projects. 7th and 7th work deferred due to request from BIA.

7186

Transportation Safety and Accessibility (2021)

200,000

200,000

23,759

No

Multi Year

A number of projects completed in 2021. Lighting scope is multi-year as coordination with Fortis is required.

7187

GIS Plan Implementation (2021)

30,000

30,000

-

Yes

n/a

7188

Pathway Network Connectivity (2021)

400,000

400,000

5,662

No

Multi Year

Multi-year project with concept and preliminary design in 2021, construction in 2022.

7189

Bus Barn Expansion

7206

Quarry Lake Transportation Management

Planned completion for end of November.

300,000

300,000

36,941

No

Multi Year

Work to continue through to March 2022.

1,160,000

1,160,000

-

No

Multi Year

Bus procurement complete. Charger installation and bus stop improvements planned for 2022.

ENG - Work in Progress (2020)
7026

Complete St Rehab - Railway Ave (2018)

392,369

74,618

317,751

Yes

n/a

Scope included only data collection, completed in 2021. Project to be closed with future design phase as part of a separate cap.

7028

BVT & Teepee Town Transportation Planning

130,000

91,125

52,573

Yes

n/a

Transportation planning concepts complete by year end. Engagement required in future years as part of capital improvements.

7077

Engineering Design Guideline Lighting Update

20,000

16,348

3,817

Yes

n/a

Road level lighting guideline complete. Pedestrian level lighting guideline under development with late year completion.

7078

TIP20 - Transportation Improvement Program

13,835,000

3,382,228

13,227,895

No

Warranty Period

7080

Street and Drainage Rehabilitation (2019)

550,000

331,912

344,409

Yes

n/a

7084

Parking Management Plan Implementation

350,000

300,201

161,418

No

Multi Year

Town Centre paid parking implementation planned for 2022.

7085

Bus Stop Improvements

1,270,000

588,100

812,196

No

Multi Year

7136

Street and Drainage Rehabilitation (2020)

150,000

117,727

57,462

Yes

n/a

Substantially complete in 2021, however some shelter costs to be paid upon delivery and install in early 2022.
Substantially complete. Some minor scope from this program to be completed as part of the 2021 Street and Drainage capital
project.

7137

Active Transportation Safety and Accessibility (2020)

200,000

155,525

77,409

Yes

n/a

7138

Bridge Asset Management (2020)

375,000

276,805

108,896

No

Deferred

Development review workloads have resulted in deferred Capital work for several projects. 2022 planned completion.

7152

EP Intercept Parking Preliminary Design

100,000

60,763

40,868

No

Deferred

Development review workloads have resulted in deferred Capital work for several projects. 2022 planned completion.

7153

Intercept Parking Site Evaluation

35,000

34,285

23,146

No

Deferred

Development review workloads have resulted in deferred Capital work for several projects. 2022 planned completion.

7164

Teepee Town Sidewalks and Road Paving

1,416,291

1,416,291

260,106

Yes

n/a

Substantially complete in 2021. Deficiency and remaining work to be completed as part of 2022 Street and Drainage Rehabilitation

300,000

262,719

-

Yes

n/a

Invoicing expected fall 2021, pending resolution of outstanding issues.

2,800,000

2,800,000

-

No

Multi Year

7167

CPR Crossing at Spring Creek Gate

Ongoing warranty work. Signal upgrades will complete upon receipt of equipment. Timing uncertain, with work expected Q1 2022
Substantially complete. Some minor scope to be completed as part of the 2021 Street and Drainage capital project.

Fall completion.

ENG Flood Projects
7183

Stoneworks Creek Phase II

Tender documents complete. To be issued in 2022 with 2023 construction completion.

ENG Flood Projects - WIP (2020)
1445

Hazard Mitigation - Cougar Creek EIA & Design

9,250,000

1,875,835

7,374,165

Yes

n/a

1562

Hazard Mitigation - Cougar Creek Construction

39,822,620

21,142,924

28,764,826

No

Multi Year

1762

Flood Recovery - DRP Insurance

1,850,425

Yes

n/a

Flood Grants / Insurance
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Work complete.
Construction phase ongoing.
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Project
#
7019

Project Title

Total Project

2021

Project Budget

Budget

Budget

Spent to Date

Stoneworks Creek PH1 Mitigation Construction
Engineering Total :

3,400,000

2,459,182

945,531

77,446,280

38,436,588

54,556,687

Complete in
2021 ? (Y/N)

No

WIP
Category
Multi Year

Project Progress
Tender documents complete. To be issued in 2022 with 2023 construction completion.

PUBLIC WORKS
7190

EP Rock Wall Refurbishment

100,000

100,000

4,500

No

Multi Year

Drawings in progress with work projected to be completed in 2022

7191

Trail Surface Rehabilitation (2021)

380,000

380,000

11,025

No

Multi Year

Construction is underway and project will extend into 2022 for warranty and possibly landscaping

7192

Playground Lifecycle - Peaks

300,000

300,000

8,940

No

Multi Year

7193

Playground Rubber Surface Lifecycle - Grotto

35,000

35,000

-

Yes

n/a

7194

Parks Equipment Lifecycle (2021)

115,000

115,000

3,479

No

n/a

Equipment has been ordered with some pieces already delivered and some expected to be delivered in early 2022

7195

Bylaw Vehicle

80,000

80,000

3,622

No

n/a

Vehicle has been ordered and delivery is predicted to be early 2022

7208

Quarry Lake Jumping Platform

100,000

100,000

3,284

No

Multi Year

Due to material type, cost estimates have come in greater than budget. Need to revisit project with CST

7209

Lower Silvertip Human-Wildlife Interaction Management

100,000

100,000

-

No

Multi Year

Next steps are to inform ownership group of intent to form stakeholder group in 2022. This work will be done through an RFP by a
consultant.
Construction is proposed for 2022 and the balance of design costs will be required

Completing detailed design with scheduled for 2022
Complete

PW - Work in Progress (2020)
1747

Lions Park Court Expansion - Design

30,000

8,949

21,051

No

Multi Year

7053

Quarry Lake Design

125,000

27,865

125,120

Yes

n/a

7089

Trail Surface Rehabilitation (2019)

350,000

289,483

65,672

No

Warranty Period

7090

Parks Washroom - Riverside Park

230,000

48,006

202,196

Yes

n/a

7094

Coexistence Roundtable Implementation

358,500

23,039

336,988

Yes

n/a

7140

Light Fleet Replacement (2020)

123,000

123,000

33,027

No

Multi Year

7141

1 Ton Truck Replacement

350,000

350,000

2,329

No

Multi Year

7142

Skid Steer Replacement (Unit 23)

270,000

20,131

267,379

Yes

n/a

Complete

7155

Three Sisters Playground Rubberized Surface

186,000

46,827

139,173

Yes

n/a

Complete

7156

Climate Action Plan Initiatives

102,050

80,051

21,999

No

n/a

Studies are ongoing with completion expected in early 2022

7157

Adaptive Seat Swing

61,000

6,410

54,826

Yes

n/a

Complete

7163

Quarry Lake Infrastructure Enhancements

626,925

626,925

52,685

Yes

n/a

Project must be completed by year end to meet conditions of grant funding.

4,022,475

2,860,686

1,357,294

Complete

Public Works Total:

Construction is underway and project will extend into 2022 for warranty and possibly landscaping
Complete
Complete
Vehicles are on order with delays in production
Vehicle is on order and delivery is expected in early 2022

SOLID WASTE SERVICES
7196

Kamenka Green Site Improvements

40,000

40,000

40,009

Yes

n/a

7197

3 Tonne Collection Vehicle Replacement

300,000

300,000

71,488

Yes

Multi Year

7198

Residential Food Waste Expansion

140,000

140,000

139,907

No

Multi Year

7199

Waste/Recycling Container Replacement

100,000

100,000

94,920

Yes

n/a

80,000

80,000

-

No

Multi Year

7200

1/2 Ton Collection Vehicle (New)

Vehicle is on order and delivery will occur in late 2022
9 of 10 sites are complete, final site to be completed in 2022
Complete
Vehicle is on order and delivery will occur in late 2022

SWS - Work in Progress (2020)
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Project
#

Project Title

7101

Bale Storage

7102

Organics Diversion Program

Total Project

2021

Project Budget

Budget

Budget

Spent to Date

Solid Waste Services Total:

Complete in
2021 ? (Y/N)

WIP
Category

Project Progress

135,000

29,750

110,800

No

Multi Year

Project is at design stage

3,375,000

812,024

3,020,571

Yes

Multi Year

Project should be complete by end of year

4,170,000

1,501,774

3,477,694

3,300,000

3,300,000

2,359,475

Yes

Multi Year

Complete

UTILITIES
7201

South Bow River Loop Feeder Main - Phase 2

7202

Water Main Connection Upgrade - Old Canmore Rd

500,000

500,000

14,797

No

n/a

7203

Utility Master Plan - Update

330,000

330,000

-

No

Multi Year

Planning to award to consultant in Q4 2021

7204

WWTP - MCC Lifecycle Phase 2 (2021)

400,000

400,000

-

Yes

Multi Year

Complete

7205

WWTP - BAF & Headworks Lifecycle Phase 3 (2021)

500,000

500,000

103,972

Yes

Multi Year

Complete

Complete

Close project and bring back for 2022. Budget is not adequate.

UTILITIES - Work in Progress (2020)
7044

WWTP - Upgrades to Meet TAN Approvals

526,000

298,879

403,094

Yes

Multi Year

7049

South Bow River Loop Water Main - Design

635,000

41,039

593,961

Yes

Multi Year

Complete

7113

PH2 - Treatment Capacity Upgrade - Design

800,000

482,862

410,768

No

Multi Year

Project to remain open to support construction phase

7114

WWTP - MCC Lifecycle Design

7145

South Bow River Loop Water Main - Construction

7148

WWTP - MCC Lifecycle Phase 1 (2020)

7160

2020 Water Pressure Upgrades

100,000

18,537

97,845

Yes

n/a

3,600,000

1,343,397

3,061,105

No

Multi Year

700,000

359,786

454,760

Yes

n/a

Complete

1,050,000

220,377

840,870

Yes

n/a

Complete

Utilities Total:

12,441,000

7,794,877

8,340,648

Total Capital Budget (including WIP)

119,211,755

56,800,191

85,639,610
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Complete
The project is on hold until a new commissioning plan can be developed to ensure a boil water advisory does not occur (again)
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2019-2022 Council Strategic Plan

Canmore Town Council Left to Right: Councillor Esmé Comfort, Councillor Vi Sandford, Councillor Joanna McCallum,
Mayor John Borrowman, Councillor Karen Marra, Councillor Rob Seeley, Councillor Jeff Hilstad.

Introduction
The Town of Canmore Council was elected in October 2017.
To identify their goals and priorities, Council participated in
facilitated planning sessions with the intention of setting the
direction for the community of Canmore. With the future of the
town’s citizens and business in mind, Council has prepared this
strategic plan to guide them for the next four years.
This plan is a key reference tool for administration in guiding
decision making, providing useful information for budgeting,
and communicating strategic priorities to the community.
A multi-year strategic plan enables longer term planning,
higher level thinking, and prioritization of issues and projects.
The strategic plan encompasses the three remaining years of
this Council’s term, plus one year after the 2021 municipal
election. While the plan has been crafted to endure this
timespan, Council will review it annually and make changes
if the priorities of the community change significantly during
this time. In 2022, the Council elected at that time will craft
the subsequent multi-year strategic plan in response to the
evolving priorities of the community.
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Council’s Commitment

Council works collaboratively, with the benefit of individual
knowledge, experience, and community connections, to make
balanced decisions to sustain and uphold the public’s values for
the betterment of the community. Council commits to:
• Discussing the vision and how it relates to the services

we provide
• Developing strategies to help guide Town decisions

and practices
• Providing clear direction to ensure that individual actions

support organizational effectiveness
• Monitoring our progress and ability to advance our

defined priorities
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Our Community Vision

In addition to providing high quality services to the residents of Canmore, the
Town also looks to the future to think strategically about our community and the
lives of our residents and visitors.

VISION

Canmore is a resilient and vibrant community socially,
economically, and environmentally. Its strength is in its
resourceful and engaged citizens, who thrive together
on the strength of the community’s heritage, long term
commitment to the diversity of its people, and health of
the mountain landscape.

Photo credit: Noel Rogers
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2019-2022 Goals and Area of Focus

To get us closer towards the vision of our community, Council articulated goal statements for six areas of focus:

Transportation

Community

VISION

Livability

Strong
Economy

Community

Livability

We are a safe
mountain
community
with vibrant
neighbourhoods
and a Town
Centre that
brings the
community
together.

We are an
inclusive and
accessible
community
for people of
diverse social
and economic
backgrounds.

Environmental
Sustainability

Wildlife
Co-existence

Strong
Economy

Wildlife
Co-existence

Environmental
Sustainability

We have
a diverse,
adaptable
economy that is
future-focused.

We recognize
and respect the
need for wildlife
to effectively
navigate around
our planned
urban footprint.

We minimize
our impact on
climate change
by reducing our
carbon footprint
and our waste
generation.
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Transportation
We effectively
connect residents
and visitors with
our community
through our
integrated
transportation
network.
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2019-2022 Foundational Pillars

To achieve the goals – and ultimately, the community vision – a strong organization is needed. Building a healthy organization requires a
commitment to implementing best practices and good governance.
Three key pillars of good governance form the foundation of this strategic plan:
Financial Stewardship
We protect and plan for the long-term
interests of residents by managing assets
and financial resources equitably
and sustainably.

Human Resources
People and culture are our strongest
asset; we are inclusive and connected.

Community Engagement
We meaningfully engage with citizens for
effective decision making.

These key pillars are vital to our success as an organization and as a community.

VISION

Community
Livability
Strong Economy
Wildlife Co-existence
Environmental Sustainability
Transportation

Strategic Goals
Community Engagement
Human Resources
Financial Stewardship
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2020-2022 Strategic Priorities

To achieve the goals outlined on the previous pages, Council has identified the following five strategic priorities (in no particular order)
to be accomplished over the next two years:

Community
Proceed with a
near carbon neutral
construction plan for
a new fire hall.

Transportation
Create intercept
parking opportunities
and implement paid
parking to fund
free local transit
services and manage
congestion.

Livability
Prioritize the safety
of the community
during the COVID-19
pandemic by increasing
maintenance and
accessibility of outdoor
amenity space.

Environmental
Sustainability
Reduce our community
impact on climate
change by implementing
a commercial organics
diversion program.

Strong Economy
Lead a community
conversation on a
sustainable vision for
tourism in Canmore.
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Moving Toward the Vision

Bringing the Strategy to Life
This strategic plan clearly articulates Council’s priorities for the
planning horizon to 2022. However, it is not a list of everything
the Town will be doing over the next four years. The majority
of programs, services, and tasks are delivered through regular,
routine municipal operations. While these are not listed in this
document, they are important and highly valued services to the
community and align with the overall vision and goals.
The annual budget and business plan cycle identifies the specific
actions that will be taken each year to move the strategic
priorities forward.
This integrated planning cycle is a holistic approach to strategic
planning that links the vision, goals, and strategic priorities to

the annual business plan and budget. The vision and goals
are long range aspirations meant to last at least 10-15 years.
The strategic priorities are shorter, generally three to five
years in length, with an annual business plan which identifies
implementation efforts to move the needle on those priorities.
At the start of the year, administration reports to Council on the
performance of the past year. Council and administration then
work together to affirm or amend the strategic priorities of the
community for the next year.
Ultimately, our success as an organization and a community is
measured by how well the whole organization provides service
and moves us towards the vision.

Town of Canmore Planning Cycle
Trends

Vision

Stakeholders

Goals

10 - 15 years
Reaffirmed with each Council

Community Input

Strategic
Priorities

Corporate Values
and Culture

3 - 5 years
Annual review
by Council

Wellness
Respect
Integrity
Service
Teamwork
Performance Report on
previous year
Reaffirm strategic
initiatives and any carry
over actions
January/February

Business Plan approval
with Budget
November/December

Department Business
Planning
March/April

Annual
Business Planning Cycle

Draft Business Plan
with Budget resources
allocated
September/October
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Budget Guidelines
Council approval of
department actions
May/June
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CANMORE
BYLAW 2016-19
A BYLAW OF THE TOWN OF CANMORE, IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, TO
ESTABLISH A FINANCE COMMITTEE
The Council of the Town of Canmore, in the Province of Alberta, duly assembled, enacts as follows:

1: TITLE
1.1. This bylaw shall be known as the "Finance Committee Bylaw."

2: INTERPRETATION
2.1. In this bylaw "committee" means Town of Canmore Finance Committee.
2.2. Where a bylaw references a Town staff position, department or committee, the reference is deemed
to be to the current name that the staff position, department or committee is known by.

3: ESTABLISHMENT
3.1. The Town o f Canmore Finance Committee is hereby established.
3.2. The purpose of the committee is to assist Town Council in fulfilling its financial oversight
responsibilities for the Town of Canmore.
3.3. The objective of the committee is to demonstrate fiscal resp onsibility in an, open, public, and
transparent manner.
3.4. T he committee shall be comprised of:
a) The mayor and all councillors, and
b) The chief administrative officer (non-voting).
3.5. T he mayor, councillors and the chief administrative officer are m embers of the Committee
throughout their term of office.

4: AUTHORITY
4.1. Subject to the limitations imposed by the Municipal Governm ent Act, Council delegates to the
committee the authority to review and approve or m ake recommendations to Council on matters
related to the Town's fiscal matters including, but not limited to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

f)
g)
h)
i)

The budget process,
Debt statistics as required by the Debt Management Policy,
Financial policies,
The annual audit,
Long-range fmancial plans,
Reserve levels,
Quarterly operating fmancial variance reports, and
Capital project progress reporting, and
The appointment of the Town's auditors.

w

November
4, 2021 Finance
Committee Meeting 9 a.m.
Byl aw approved
by:
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4.2. Council further delegates to the committee authority to:

a)
b)

Meet with the Town's appointed auditor prior to commencement of the annual audit to discuss
potential areas of concern, and
Meet with the Town's investment advisor as needed, but not less than once per term.

4.3. Council reserves the authority to reconsider any vote made by the Finance Committee.

5:

MEETING SCHEDU LE AND PROCEDU RES
5.1. T he committee will meet at a minimum quarterly and as required.
5.2. Public notice of a m eeting will be provided on the Town's website at least 24 hours prior to the

m eeting.
5.3. T he committee will conduct its meetings in public except where authorized by the Municipal
Government Act to close a meeting to the public.
5.4. T he mayor or chief administrative officer shall be the chair of the committee.
5.5. Quorum is four voting members.
5.6. Matters will be decided by majority vote. A tied vote is defeated.

5.7. Minutes, supporting schedules and information will be made available to the public.

6: MEETING RECORDS
6.1. Agendas shall be made available to committee members at least three days prior to a m eeting, and

made available to the public at least one day prior to a meeting.

6.2. Minutes shall be prepared for every committee meeting and contain the following:
a)
The date, time and location of the meeting;
The names of all committee members present;
b)
T he name of anyone other than a committee member who p articipated in the meeting; and
c)
Any motions made at the meeting, along with the results of the vote on the motion.
d)
6.3. Q uestions and debate shall not be recorded in council committee minutes.
6.4. Minutes of a meeting shall be adopted by motion at the next meeting convened.
6.5. Any member may request a correction to the minutes before they are adopted; corrections are

deemed adopted when the motion to adopt the minutes has carried.
6.6. Approved minutes shall be signed by the chairperson and the recording secretary who were present
at the meeting where the minutes were taken, wherever possible. Where not possible, the minutes
shall be signed by the current presiding officer and recording secretary.

Bylaw approved by:

mV

/3
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6.7. T he chief administrative officer is authorized to provide streaming video and video recording of any
meeting.

7:

REPORT TO COUNCIL
7.1. T he Committee shall report on its proceedings and recommendations in a manner that reflects how
recommendations impact upon the short and long term financial position of the Town.
7.2. Upon making recommendations, the committee will present all viable options and outline the
rationale for the committee's recommendations.

8:

ENACTMENT /TRANSITION
8.1. If any clause in this bylaw is found to be invalid, it shall be severed from the remainder of the bylaw
and shall not invalidate the whole bylaw.
8.2. T his bylaw comes into force on the date it is passed.

FIRST READING : October 18, 2016
SECOND READING: October 18,2016
THIRD READING: October 18,2016

October 24, 2016
Date

October 21, 2016
D ate

Bylaw approved by(gz__

'd f3
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Town of

CANMORE Council Polle
Polic Title:

Debt Mana ement

Policy Number:

FIN-003

Date in Effect:

May 17, 2016

Current as of:

ul 6, 2021

POLICY STATEMENT

1.

Canmore is sustainable only if both its capital infrastructure assets and its financial assets can be
maintained over the long term. It is the policy of the Town of Canmore to manage debt and use and
administer capital financing in a manner that is affordable, sustainable, and in compliance with local,
provincial and federal legislation and guidelines.
176-2021

PURPOSE

2.

The purpose of this policy is to establish objectives, principles, and parameters to guide the debt
management practices of the Town of Canmore. The debt management practices will ensure a
favourable and sustainable financial position while supporting the ability to meet current and future
infrastructure and programming requirements.
176-2021

DEFINITIONS

3.

In this policy:

a)

Repealed 176-2021

b)

"Affordable" means the ability to pay for debt servicing costs and life cycle expenditures for the
underlying asset. The overall measure of affordable debt is the proportion of debt servicing
costs and life cycle expenditures to supporting revenues.

c)

"Debt" means:
i)

debentures acquired through the Government of Alberta loans to local authorities,

i.1)

loans acquired through the Federation of Canadian Municipalities related to their program
offerings,

ii)

debt acquired through a bank via a line of credit, an operating loan, or credit cards,

iii)

debt acquired in the form of a lease of capital property, as set out in Section 241 of
Alberta's Municipal Government Act (MGA), and

iv)

loan guarantees taken under MGA Section 264.

176-2021

176-2021

Policy approved by:

CJrl ~{f
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For greater certainty, "debt" does not include loans made by the Town to other entities,
organizations, or individuals.
a)

"Debt Limit" means the Town's debt limit as calculated from time to time in accordance with
Alberta's Debt Limit Regulation A.R. 255/2000, as amended.

b)

"Debt Servicing" means the annual required debt repayments including interest and principal.

c)

"Debt Servicing Limit" refers to the Town's debt service limit as calculated from time to time in
accordance with Alberta's Debt Limit Regulation A.R. 255/2000, as amended.

d)

"Debt Term" means the period of time during which debt repayments are made. At the end of
the debt term, the debt is repaid in full.

e)

"Flexibility" means the Town's ability to take new debt in response to emerging financial needs.

£)

"Internal Financing" means from current year tax revenue or from draws from reserves.

g)

"Long-Term Debt" means debt with terms greater than five years as defined under MGA
Section 258.

h)

"Self-Supporting Debt" means debt taken to fund capital or program expenditures, the
repayment of which is wholly funded by non-tax levy sources, including, but not limited to,
utility charges and levies, user fees, rental revenue, local improvement levies, and grants. The
fact that financing conditions may require any debt servicing shortfalls be funded through
general municipal tax levies does not preclude the debt from being self-supported, as long as the
probability of requiring tax support is remote.

i)

"Short-Term Debt" means debt with terms of five years or less as defined under MGA section
257. For greater certainty it does not include a line of credit, operating loan, or credit cards.

j)

"Sustainable" means meeting present needs without compromising the ability to meet future
needs.

k)

"Tax-Supported Debt" means debt that has been taken to fund capital expenditures, the
repayment of which is funded by tax levy revenue. This includes, but is not limited to, revenue
from property taxes, non-utility user fees and levies, fines, permit fees, and license fees that are
not otherwise restricted. For greater certainty it does not include investment income, utility user
fees and levies, transfers from Town reserves, and restricted developer contributions and levies.

1)

"Temporary Debt" means debt with a repayment term not exceeding one year that is used as an
expenditure payment mechanism. It includes sources such as lines of credit, operating loans, and
credit cards.
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"Utilities" means self-funded Town operations providing a service to its customers at rates
regulated by Council. These utilities include solid waste, recycling, water, and wastewater
services.

PRINCIPLES

4.

Debt is an ongoing component of the Town's funding structure and is integrated into the Town's
long-term plans and strategies.

5.

Debt must be affordable and sustainable.

6.

The Town must maintain flexibility to take debt in response to emerging financing needs.

7.

Debt must be structured in a way that is fair and equitable to those who pay and benefit from the
underlying assets acquired by taking the debt over time.

8.

Debt decisions must contribute to a sustainable and vibrant Town by balancing quality of life and
financial considerations.

9.

Tax-supported and self-supporting debt will only be used to fund infrastructure and asset acquisition
or construction projects; it will not be used to fund ongoing operating costs.

10. Long-term debt can only be used to fund projects with long-term community benefits, for
infrastructure needed to support or in the anticipation of population growth, that advance Council
priorities, are major rehabilitations of existing assets, or to refinance debt originally taken for these
reasons.
11. The issuance of new debt must be approved by Council.
12. Debt must be managed, monitored and reported upon.
USE OF DEBT

13. Tax Supported Debt
a)
Council may enter into long-term, tax supported debt obligations to finance or refinance nonutility projects involving the construction or acquisition of infrastructure and other assets valued
at over $300,000 in the following circumstances:
i)

The project has long-term benefits,

ii)

The project benefits the community at large,

iii)

The project is for growth related infrastructure and/ or other assets,

iv)

To fund emerging needs to support Council priorities and approved strategic and business
plans,
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v)

To refinance existing tax supported debt, or

vi)

The project is on behalf of external agencies or authorities that support the goals and
objectives of the Town.

Internal financing will be used to finance tax supported capital projects valued at $300,000 or
less.

14. Self-Supporting Debt
a) Council may enter into long-term, self-supporting debt obligations to finance or refinance
projects involving the construction or acquisition of infrastructure and other assets of any value
as in the following circumstances:
i)

The project has long-term benefits and non-tax funding,

ii)

It is a utility project,

iii)

It is an offsite levy funded project,

iv)

The project is growth related,

v)

To fund emerging needs to support Council priorities and approved strategic and business
plans,

vi)

To refinance existing self-supported debt, or

vii) The project is on behalf of external agencies or authorities that support the goals and
objectives of the Town and have long-term benefits and non-tax funding sources.
15. Short Term Debt
a) Short-term debt may be used as:

D

Interim financing for capital project expenditures,

ii)

Financing for capital projects that result in the construction or acquisition of assets having
a useful life of five years or less, or

iii)

Financing for capital projects where the debt term considerations indicate that a term of
five years or less is appropriate.

16. Temporary Debt
a) Temporary debt may be utilized for the following:
i)

As a source of funding to pay trade accounts payable, or
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To temporarily fund cash flow shortages.

17. Taking Debt
a) When taking debt, the Town will comply with:

i)

Repealed 176-2021

ii)

Sections of the Municipal Government Act governing borrowing bylaws, and

iii)

Any other applicable statutory or legal requirements.

18. Retiring Debt
a) When debt retires, and the debt servicing costs for tax supported debt falls below 5% of tax
revenue. The related debt service funding will:
i)

Be used to fund new debt service costs, and/ or

ii)

Be transferred to Town capital reserves

DEBT TERMS

19. All long-term debt obligations shall have a maximum term to maturity of the estimated useful life of
the infrastructure or other assets being financed.
176-2021

20. All short-term debt obligations shall have a maximum term to maturity of the lesser of the estimated
useful life of the infrastructure or other assets being finances, or five years.
176-2021

21. The following elements should be considered when establishing the debt term:
a)

Cost minimization,

b)

Availability of debt servicing funding,

c)

Fair distribution of costs between periods, such that not more than 50% of all outstanding debt
will mature within ten years,

d)

Capital life cycle implications,

e)

Sustainability, and

f)

Town's financial flexibility

DEBT LIMITS

22. The debt limit shall be used to guide the issuance of debt.
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23. The Town shall not exceed 70% of the total debt limit based on total debt outstanding, plus
available debt to borrow as per approved borrowing bylaws, plus loan guarantees, plus letters of
credit.
DEBT SERVICING LIMITS

24. The debt servicing limit shall be used to guide the issuance of debt.
25. On its total outstanding debt, the Town shall not exceed total debt servicing costs of 70% of the
Town's debt servicing limit.
26. For tax supported debt, the Town shall not exceed debt servicing costs of 15% of municipal tax
revenue.
27. For self-supporting utility project debt, the Town shall not exceed debt servicing costs of 22% of
utility user fees and levies.
28. Where the debt servicing costs of a non-utility project will be fully funded by related grants, local
improvement levies, user fees, rental revenue, or levies, up to 100% of these funds may be used to
fund the debt servicing costs.
EXCEPTIONS

29. Council may exceed the limits set out in provisions 13. h) i) and 13. i) i) without need to amend this
Policy under the following conditions:
a)

There is an emergent need for an infrastructure or other asset project and alternative funding
sources are not available, or

b)

There is an opportunity to leverage grant dollars to help pay for an infrastructure or other asset
project that requires a municipal contribution, but alternative funding sources are not available,
and

c)

In both cases, a plan for returning the debt and debt servicing costs to within limits will be
provided at the time Council is considering approval of the debt that causes them to be
exceeded.

RESPONSIBILITIES

30. Administration will annually provide Council with five-year debt requirement projections.
31. Administration will annually provide Council with the following debt statistics:
a)

Percentage of the most current, audited debt limit used,

b)

Percentage of debt that will mature within ten years,

c)

Percentage of the most current, audited debt servicing limit used,
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d)

Percentage of municipal taxes being used to fund tax supported debt servicing costs,

e)

Percentage of utility user fees and levies being used to fund utility project debt servicing costs,

f)

Current and five year projected total annual debt servicing costs, and

g)

The amount of debt servicing cost reductions that have been allocated to new debt servicing
costs and/ or capital reserves.

POLICY REVIEW

32. This policy will be reviewed by Council on or before July 30, 2025.
RELATED DOCUMENTS

33. Municipal Government Act
34. Alberta's Debt Limit Regulation A.R. 255/2000, as amended.
35. Repealed 176-2021
36. Reserves Policy
AUTHORIZATION:

REVISION HISTORY

Action
Approved
Amended
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Council Motion
159-2016
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Notes
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DATE APPROVED:

December 15, 2015

COUNCIL RESOLUTION:

364-2015

1. POLICY STATEMENT
It is the policy of the Town of Canmore to set and manage property taxes in compliance with local and
provincial legislation, while thriving and remaining financially viable over the long term.
2. PURPOSE
To clearly state Council’s guiding principles regarding their approach to decision making as it relates to
setting property tax rates that are responsive to economic conditions, comparable to other communities,
equitable within the tax base and accountable to the ratepayers.
3. GUIDING PRINCIPLES
3.1 Accountability and clarity in collection of property taxes
In setting annual property tax rates and collection amounts, focus will be placed only on the
municipal component of the property tax. No consideration will be given to the provincial education
tax component and impact. Work will continue to clarify and communicate to ratepayers the
distinctions between the provincial education and municipal taxes, and direct inquiries to appropriate
sources.
3.2 Accountability in engaging stakeholders in tax policy decisions
A tax policy education session will be incorporated into the Council orientation package. Municipal
property tax policies will be reviewed once every term of Council and the review will include citizen
engagement activities, the results of which will help to inform any tax policy revisions.
3.3 Stability in managing tax changes
When establishing an annual tax rate, consideration will be given to the previous years’ tax burden to
ensure a consistent and equitable distribution between assessment classes.
3.4 Equity and competitiveness in the distribution of the residential and non- residential tax
share
Indicators of tax rate ratios and residential taxes per capita in neighboring and comparator
municipalities will be monitored on an ongoing basis, with an intention to target a residential/nonresidential tax share split in line with the average of these findings. Competitor municipalities are
those in the same (or a similar) market as Canmore from an economic perspective.
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3.5 Equity for vacant residential properties
The same tax rate will be applied to the vacant land residential subclass and the residential class.
3.6 Equity for tourist homes, visitor accommodation units, and residential properties
Class 1 property is divided into subclasses for property assessment purposes while visitor
accommodation units are classified as non-residential properties. Two class 1 subclasses are “Tourist
Home” and “Tourist Home – Personal Use”.
A tourist home property will be taxed at a rate of 2.9 times the residential tax rate in recognition of
the fact that it can be used both as a non-residential visitor accommodation unit (it can be rented out
for short term accommodation purposes), as well as a residential property (there are no length of stay
limitations, thus it can be used as a primary residence).
A tourist home property shall be placed in the tourist home – personal use subclass for any given
taxation year if all owners registered on title, on or before January 31 of each fiscal year, sign a
statutory declaration, in a form approved by the chief administrative officer, declaring that the
property will be used only for personal purposes and will not be advertised or operated for shortterm or long-term rental during the current taxation year. The municipal tax rate for the tourist
home- personal use subclass shall be the same as the municipal tax rate for the residential subclass.
3.7 Equity from a user pay perspective
Where possible, cost recovery from user fees and charges will be pursued to replace property tax
revenue.
3.8 Social and economic considerations
A broad range of indicators will be considered in making tax decisions to ensure responsiveness to
local social and economic conditions.
4. RESPONSIBILITIES
Administration will provide Council with comparator data at the time property tax rates are being set
each fiscal year. These guiding principles will be considered when setting the annual property tax
rates.
5. VISION ALIGNMENT
By adopting this policy Council will complete an action directly linked to their strategic initiatives to
“deliver effective and fiscally responsible services while valuing innovation” and “the Town’s finance policy complements and
supports the municipality’s strategic plan while emphasizing policy coordination between debt, reserve, and taxation
management.”
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CAN MORE Council Policy
Policy Title:

Reserves

Policy Number:

FIN-007

Date in Effect:

August 22, 2017

Current as of:

August 17, 2021

POLICY STATEMENT
1.

Canmore is sustainable only if both its capital infrastructure assets and its financial assets can be
maintained over the long term. It is the policy of the Town of Canmore to establish reserve funds to
ensure the long-term financial stability and flexibility of the Town of Canmore, to position it to
respond to varying economic conditions and changes affecting the Town's financial position, and to
ensure the organization has the ability to continuously carry out its responsibilities.

PURPOSE

2.

The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines, limits, and conditions applicable to the
segregation of the Town of Canmore's accumulated surplus, referred to as restricted surpluses in its
audited financial statements, into reserves funds. The reserves practices will ensure a favourable and
sustainable financial position while supporting the ability to meet current and future operating and
infrastructure requirements by maintaining reserves funds sufficient to achieve the following:
a)

The organization has sufficient working capital so that it is able to sustain operations through
delays in receipt of payments of committed funding and to accept reimbursable contracts and
grants without jeopardizing ongoing operations;

b)

The organization has sufficient resources to fund the acquisition or construction of new capital
assets and the replacement and rehabilitation of major capital infrastructure assets, as required
and as identified in the Town of Canmore Strategic, Capital, and Long-Term Financial Strategy
Plans;

c)

Public confidence in the long-term sustainability of the organization is promoted by preventing
cash flow crises that can diminish its reputation and force its leaders to make expensive shortterm, crisis-based decisions;

d)

The organization has sufficient resources to fund budgeted contingency amounts for
unpredictable revenues, volatile expenditures, and unanticipated opportunities and/ or
challenges;

e)

To contribute favourably to the liquidity position of the organization;
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f)

A favourable credit status and financial flexibility is maintained;

g)

The organization complies with the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA),
Alberta Chapter, "Municipal Budgeting Alberta Best Practices"; and

h)

The organization meets the objectives of the Town's Debt Management Policy, the Property
Tax Policy, Long Term Financial Strategy, and the Town of Canmore Strategic Plan.

DEFINITIONS

3.

"Capital reserves" means the portion of unrestricted net assets that the Town maintains, or that
Council has designated (or "restricted") for use in maintaining an adequate reserve to acquire or
construct new capital assets and replace and rehabilitate major capital infrastructure assets as
required, and as identified in the Town of Canmore Strategic, Capital, and Long-Term Financial
Strategy Plans.

4.

"Dedicated reserves" means the portion of unrestricted net assets that the Town has collected from
developers to fund specific initiatives and/ or projects. The funds may not be used for any other
purpose than what they were collected for.

5.

"Depreciation" means the amortization amount of fixed assets, such as buildings and equipment, in
order to allocate the cost over its useful life. It is a process of cost allocation and not valuation.
Depreciation increases expenses but does not reduce cash.

6.

"Operating expenses" means the annual expenditures to fund regular operations and for greater
certainty, do not include transfers from operating to fund capital expenditures, transfers to reserves,
internal transfers between departments, and funds expended on non-tangible capital asset.

7.

"Operating reserves" means the portion of unrestricted net assets that the Town maintains, or that
Council has designated (or "restricted") for use in:
a)

emergencies to sustain financial operations for a reasonable period in the event of significant
and unanticipated, unbudgeted increases in operating expenses and/ or losses in operating
revenues, and/ or

8.

b)

funding budgeted contingencies for non-emergent but unpredictable revenues, volatile
expenditures, and unanticipated opportunities and/ or challenges, and/ or

c)

funding for the mitigation of tax rate increases.

"Program specific reserves" means the portion of unrestricted net assets that the Town maintains,
or that Council has designated (or "restricted") for use in specific initiatives or programs for which
the funds are collected.
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GENERAL GUIDELINES

9.

All reserve transfers, re-designations, revisions, and new account requests must be approved by
Council. Approvals may be in the form of:
a)

The annual operating or capital budget approval;

b)

A carryover project that was contained in an approved operating or capital budget; or

c)

A Council resolution.

10. Draws from reserves must not exceed the fund balance unless it can be demonstrated to Council
that future sources of revenue will provide adequate funding to return the fund to a positive balance.
11.

All operating and capital reserve funds must be fully described and include a purpose, source of
funding, minimum level, optimum or target level, and the rationale used to establish the levels.

12. Before creating a new reserve fund, the option of adding an incremental contribution to an existing
fund of a like nature will be considered.
13. The prescribed fund limits will be reviewed by Council at least once each term of office.
14. Interest will be paid to all reserve funds based on the average balance, calculated as the opening plus
closing balances divided by two, at the annual average rate of return on long and short-term
investments.
15. The Town will maintain reserve funds in accordance with Schedule A.
16. Program specific reserve funds are intended to accumulate the money collected for specific
initiatives or programs stipulated at the time of collection.
MANAGEMENT OF THE RESERVE FUNDS

17. Under the direction of Council, the chief administrative officer or their designate will ensure
funds are invested according to the guidelines set out in the Town's Investment Policy and in
accordance with provincial legislation.
18. Reserve funds will be drawn down only under circumstances specific to the individual reserve
fund.
19. For reporting purposes, the reserve funds will be listed separately in the "notes" section of
the Town's financial statements.
RESPONSIBILITIES

20.

Only Council can approve the drawing down of a fund for operating or capital purposes.

21. The Finance Committee will review the reserves policies at least every term of Council, or sooner if
conditions warrant, and provide recommendations for Council approval.
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22. Administration will annually provide Council with:
a)

Actual year end reserve fund balances;

b)

Five-year, projected, uncommitted reserve fund balances;

c)

Five-year, anticipated reserve contributions and draws;

d)

Reserve fund statistics as follows :
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

capital reserve fund contributions as a ratio to capital asset value,
capital reserve fund contributions as a percentage of annual depreciation,
the ratio of reserve funds to outstanding debt,
the unamortized balance of capital assets relative to historical cost (the asset consumption
ratio), and
total annual budgeted operating expenditures.

VISION ALIGNMENT

23. Canmore's services and programs respond to the aspirations of its residents and visitors and are
delivered in an effective, innovative, and fiscally responsible manner.
POLICY REVIEW

24. This policy will be reviewed by Council on or before July 30, 2025.
RELATED DOCUMENTS

25. Municipal Government Act
26. Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA), Alberta Chapter, "Municipal Budgeting Alberta
Best Practices"
27. Debt Management Policy
28. Property Tax Policy
29. Town of Canmore Strategic Plan
30. Town of Canmore Long Term Financial Strategy
ATTACHMENT

31. Reserves Policy - Schedule A
REPEALS POLICY: 1 serves Policy 223-2016

orrowman
Mayor
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Action
Approved
Amended

Date
2017-08-22
2021-02-23

Council Motion
62-2017FIN
44-2021

Amended

2021-08-17

197-2021
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Purpose

Fund

General Municipal
Operating

For working capital purposes, to provide
funding for unanticipated operating

Funding Source(s) *

One time transfers and one-time
unbudgeted sources of revenue.

Minimum $ Level

Attachment la

Target/Optimum $ Level

Rationale Used to Establish Levels

OPERATING
S% of annual operating expenditures 10% of annual operating expenditures GFOA best practices as applied upon assessment of the
Town's circumstances and considering any short term

expenditures in the course of providing
municipal services, and for unforeseen general

operating credit facilities available.

operating emergency expenditures .
Corporate Operating Subject to multi-year budgeting being
Contingency
approved by Council or required by provincial
legislation, to fund unexpected or emergent
operating demands that arise as a natural
consequence of multi-year budgeting.
Tax Stabilization

General Municipal
cap1ta1

To mitigate tax rate increases in cases of an
emergent and/or non-recurring nature.

Flood Mitigation

1% of annual budgeted municipal

from the general operating reserve and property taxes

To fund the work requ ired to maintain flood
mitigation structures, particularly after an

1.5% of annual budgeted municipal
property taxes

Comparison to amounts set by other municipalities and
historical experience with amounts actually utilized each year.

then from municipal property taxes as
required.

One time transfers and one-time
unbudgeted sources of revenue.

3% of annual operating expenditures 7% of annual operating expenditures

CAPITAL
To fund new capital projects or for capital
Transfers from property tax revenue,
Adequate to fund new capital
expenditures necessary in cases of emergency. unspeni annual contributions to capital projects identified as reserve funded
in the long term financial strategy
from operations, and one time
transfer's to boost reserve levels.
and capital planning summary and

Asset Replacement/ To fund asset rehabilitation and replacement
capital projects.
Rehabilitation

Structure
Maintenance

Original fund established by a transfer

Transfers from annual operating
surpluses, franchise fees, budgeted
transfers from municipal property tax
revenue, and other one-time transfers
to boost reserve levels.

Budgeted transfers from municipal

GFOA best practices so that the total of this and the general
operating fund equal a minimum of 1 month (8%) and an
optimum of 2 months (17%) of annual operating
expenditures.

Ad equate to fund new capital projects Best practices call for fund balances based upon an analysis of
identified as reserve funded in the
t he needs of the municipality, taking into consideration long
long term financial strategy and
term financial strategies, capital project plans, and asset
capital planning summary and
m anagement plans.

unanticipated capital expenditures
within the next 5 years .

unanticipated capital expenditures
within the next 10 years.

PROGRAM SPECIFIC
Adequate to fund rehabilitation and
replacement capital projects
Identified as reserve funded in the
long term financial strategy and
capital planning summary and
unanticipated capital expenditures
within the next 5 years.

Adequate to fund rehabilitation and
replacement capital projects identified
as- reserve funded in the long term
fi nancial strategy and capital planning
summary and unanticipated capital
expenditures within the next 10 years .

Best practices call for fund balances based upon an analysis of
th e needs of the municipality, taking into consideration long
term financial strategies, asset management plans, and
annual depreciation amounts.

$250,000

$2,000,000

Estimated cost to maintain flood mitigation structures.

$2,000,000

$2,500,000

Rate model projections of reserve requirements to fund
anticipated water capital projects over the next 10 years.

$3,000,000

$4,000,000

Rate model projections of reserve requirements to fund
anticipated wastewater capital projects over the next 10
years.

property ta x revenue.

event.

Water Utility

Wastewater Utility

To fund capital projects related to the Water
and Utility metering Systems.

(1) special financing initiatives (2)

To fund capital projects related to the
Wastewater and Storm Drainage Systems.

( 1) special financing initiatives (2)

special requisitions (3) grant funding
specific to utility programs (4) net
surplus from annual operations of the
Utility department

special requisitions (3) grant funding
specific to utility programs (4) net
surplus from annual operations of the
Utility department
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Solid Waste
Collection

To fund the lifecycle replacement of capital

Solid Waste
Recycling

To fund the lifecycle replacement of capital

infrastructure or future capital acquisitions
relating to solid waste collection services.

infrastructure or future capital acquisitions
relating to solid waste recycling services.

To fund the construction and operation of Vital
Vital Homes,
formerly Perpetually Homes, formerly Perpetually Affordable
Affordable Housing Housing, units and acquisition of land as
determined in consultation with CCHC.

Attachment la

(1) special financing initiatives, (2)
special requisitions (3) grant funding
(4) net operating surplus of the Solid
Waste Collection department

$250,000

$300,000

Rate model projections of reserve requirements to fund
anticipated solid waste collection capital projects over the
next 10 years.

(1) special financing initiatives, (2)
special requisitions (3) grant funding
(4) net operating surplus of the Solid
Waste Recycling department

$250,000

$350,000

Rate model projections of reserve requirements to fund
anticipated solid waste recycling capital projects over the
next 10 years.

TBD

Best practices call for fund balances based upon an analysis of
the needs of the municipality, taking into consideration
strategic and capital project plan.

Mill rate assessment on residential and TBD
non-residential sectors 1 and one-time
transfers to boost reserve levels per
Council resolution or policy.

Photo Radar

To fund expenses related to policing or traffic
safety initiatives and community safety
initiatives and programs.

Net revenues from contracted photo
radar speed enforcement

None

None

None

Art Trust Fund

To fund local, invitational, open or

Annual budget allocations equal to $5
per capita and allocation of0.5% of the
average of the previous five-year
period's annual approved budgets'
Town contributions to above ground
construction projects.

None

None

None

Any positive differences between the
funding provided economic
development initiatives/programs and
the amount collected from Business
Registry fees, and one time
contributions to boost balances.

None

None

None

Transfers from franchise fees

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

commemorative art competitions, community

art projects, public art projects, and related
maintenance and operations of the public art
program

Economic
Development

To fund economic development initiatives

Sustainability

To fund programs and projects to finance and

and/or programs.

promote energy efficiency, greenhouse gas
reduction measures, and climate adaptation.

Paid Parking

To fund improvements in areas where paid

Offsite Levy

To fund the future costs to provide new or

Recreation Levy

Paid parking revenues, net of program
parking has been implemented, and/or to fund costs
fare free transit services and/or to fund offsite
parking related infrastructure such as intercept
parking or shuttle services.

DEDICATED - FUNDED BY DEVELOPMENT
Levies assessed to development in
None
accordance with the Municipal
expanded infrastructure required for
development.
Government Act
To fund recreation projects in accordance with To accumulate voluntary contributions
None
from development towards new
the Recreation Contribution Policy.
recreation infrastructure

Lflv~
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In-lieu cash payments from

Attachment la
None

None

None

To fund the purchase of land suitable for future Funds are collected as part of the
parkfng developments and to plan, develop and Development Permit process, and
construct parking faciliti es
payments are outlined in a
Development Agreement .

None

None

None

To fund publlc patks, public re creation areas or Fund.s are collected as part of the
school authority developments as are allowed Subd ivision approval process, and
payments are outlined l n a Subdivision
by Secti on 671(2) of the MGA
Servicing Agreement.

None

None

None

Cash in-lieu of Bear
Bins

To fund the purchase and installation of a
waste containers within existing
nelghbourtiood required as a result of in-fill
development

Cash in-lieu of
Parking

Cash in-lieu of
Municipal Reserve

developments where the tota l number
of residential units is less than eight (8)

* All funds will also receive a portion of annual interest revenue as a funding source.

(At J&
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Executive Summary
As part of Council’s work toward the eventual development and adoption of a Long
Term Financial Plan (LTFP), they have adopted this Long Term Financial Strategy
(LTFS) for funding planned capital projects. Beginning with an analysis of the Town’s
current financial position, 5 and 10 year capital expenditures, available funding, reserve
and debt balances, and the funding gap projections were prepared, based on a number
of assumptions and considering various sensitives and using existing capital planning
documents. The projections include only the known, and do not include any contingency
funding for unplanned, emergent, or other new capital financial demands not contained
in existing municipal plans.
It became apparent that the currently available funding sources will not support all
identified capital infrastructure projects and by the end of the 10 years an accumulated
funding gap of $30.5M will exist if the Town continues to do the same things in the same
way. Using this information, eight principal areas of financial strategy have been
identified to contribute to five financial goals over the next 10 years. The five financial
goals are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Flexibility,
Efficiency,
Sufficiency,
Integration, and
Credibility

The eight principal strategy areas and corresponding strategies are summarized below.
Actions in support of these strategies are detailed in the report.

Strategy Area
Ensure adequate
funding

Strategy
Ensure that estimates of future infrastructure expenditure
requirements are complete and sustainable.
Maintain/increase funding from existing sources.
Match the volatility of funding and expenditures.
Diversifying funding.

Achieve diverse
sources of funding
Managing expenditures Increase efficiencies in infrastructure delivery.
Set priorities to ensure the most important areas are funded.
Providing for
Monitor economic and operational factors and forecasts in
contingencies
order to be able to respond to changing circumstances.
Ensure the Town has ready access to enough funds to meet
unforeseen urgent needs and manage risk appropriately.
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Using debt strategically Manage the level of debt and use it strategically to make
available, in a timely manner, essential assets with long
lifespans.
Examine a wider range of debt financing instruments.
Operating with prudent
foresight
Maintaining sufficient
cash flow
Promote and enable
Align corporate priorities by linking needs and actions to
legislation
resources and timelines.
Increase co-ordination to promote greater efficiency.
A LTFS is not a static document, as information changes and improves over time, and
the strategies are implemented, the projections will change as thus, the LTFS will
require periodic updating, but it is an intentional, holistic way forward.

Introduction
A Long Term Financial Strategy is an essential component of a long term financial plan.
GFOA International, Long-term Financial Planning Best Practice describes Long Term
Financial Planning (LTFP) as:
Long-term financial planning is the process of aligning financial capacity with
long-term service objectives. Financial planning uses forecasts to provide insight
into future financial capacity so that strategies can be developed to achieve longterm sustainability in light of the government's service objectives and financial
challenges.
LTFP encompasses plans to fund both operating and capital requirements over a period
of time greater than one year. Its objective is to identify future challenges, risks and
opportunities so that the municipality can take related actions in the shorter-term
financial planning process. It considers services and service levels, strategic plans,
growth projections, estimated inflation, revenue sources, taxation levels, asset
management plans, master plans, and asset condition reports. It is a holistic look at the
anticipated financial needs of a municipality over the long term and provides a plan for
meeting these needs.
The LTFP is “operationalized” in the shorter-term financial planning cycle. The LTFP
brings value to the shorter term budget cycle, improving both efficiency and
effectiveness, through the development of:
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•
•
•

Supporting policies and strategies that will best support the achievement
of community goals and priorities and long-term financial sustainability.
Long-term financial forecasts, including the identification of key revenue
and expenditure drivers.
A common understanding of the government’s financial future, challenges,
and opportunities and collective agreement on the financial direction to be
taken by key stakeholders (community, council and staff).

In addition, the LTFP can improve day-to-day decision making by shifting organizational
thinking towards consideration of longer-term implications and to be more strategically
focused on community objectives.
A comprehensive long-term financial planning process is a significant undertaking, thus,
Canmore will develop its plan over time and in steps. On June 23, 2015 Council held a
LTFP workshop to:
•
•
•
•
•

Develop an understanding of LTFP,
Recognize that LTFP is a long-term, continuous process,
Clarify ownership of the process,
Discuss the process, stakeholders, and the level of engagement, and
Establish a timeline for implementation.

In January 2016 Council approved the hiring of the Town’s Asset Management
Coordinator whose role includes developing Asset Management Plans for major asset
classes. One part of such a plan is a Long Term Financial Strategy (LTFS) for funding
the costs associated with acquiring and managing assets. Thus, one of the first steps in
developing both an asset management plan and a LTFP is the preparation of a LTFS
for funding Canmore’s capital infrastructure.
The current financial situation of the Town of Canmore (the Town) reflects prudent fiscal
practices, moderate residential taxes and reserve levels, and increasing but
manageable debt. All of these factors contribute to the Town being in a historically
sound financial position. Although the Town’s current financial position is reasonably
solid, there are some systemic and emerging issues that could potentially threaten the
Town’s financial sustainability:
•
•
•
•
•

Insufficient and inflexible revenue-raising tools to fund services and infrastructure
at the current quality levels valued and expected by citizens and visitors,
the demand to fund future infrastructure,
the recent acquisition of a number of new pieces of infrastructure,
the ageing of existing infrastructure,
unreliable long-term capital grant funding from other orders of government,
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•
•
•

a volatile economy,
increasing pressure to minimize municipal tax increases, and
over-contribution of taxes to other orders of government

These are the significant factors contributing to the Town’s fiscal challenges. Without
definitive action to address these factors, the Town will become increasingly challenged
to fund the infrastructure at the current quality levels that citizens and visitors expect
and value.
In recognition that the status quo is not a viable option and as one of the first steps in
the development of a holistic LTFP, Council has adopted a Long Term Financial
Strategy (LTFS) for funding asset replacement/rehabilitation and new infrastructure for
the Town, the vision of which is to continue to build a sustainable municipal government
that is innovative, cost-conscious, and flexible in the fiscal management of its capital
assets. Council’s strategy recognizes as one of its fundamental elements that existing
principles and practices governing municipal financing of capital asset plans are
untenable and must change if Canmore is to maintain and enhance its current capital
funding position. It is necessary to re-evaluate past practices of the Town in regards to
financing municipal capital assets and, where necessary, change them to ensure the
sustainability of the Town’s capital funding capacity.
This LTFS is the first step on the road to improving the understanding of the Town’s
overall longer-term financial situation, with the goal of favourably influencing its longterm financial future.
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Figure 1: Canmore Civic Centre

Connection to Other Plans
The achievement of a sustainable long-term capital funding financial situation for
Canmore is more than a financial planning/budgeting exercise. The variety and
condition of physical infrastructure anticipated, required, provided, owned, and/or
maintained by the Town requires that planning initiatives be undertaken in many areas
and over several time horizons. Historically, the Town prepares a number of planning
documents, used to develop capital budgets and planning summaries, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TOC Utilities Master Plan – 2017,
Solid Waste and Recycling Services Rate Models – current,
Utility Rate Model – current,
Integrated Transportation Plan – 2014,
Municipal Development Plan – 2016,
Open Spaces & Trail Plan – 2015,
Recreation Master Plan – 2016,
Town of Canmore Strategic Plan - 2016-18,
TOC Steep Creek Hazard and Risk Policy – 2016,
Environmental Sustainability Action Plan – 2013,
Fire Rescue Master Plan – 2017,
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TOC Vehicle Replacement Policy – 2016
2017-2018 Budgets and Business Plan,
Various Area Structure Plans (ASPs),
Building Condition Assessment - 2014-15,
Bridge Management Report Draft – 2016-17, and
Re-occurring Road Condition Studies (last one completed in 2016 by
Stantec)
MTA Spatial needs Study – 2016
KCP Energy Solar Voltaic Assessment - 2016

Each Town department uses these plans to develop their capital budgets and five-year
planning summaries, but have predominantly done so in isolation and without an
analysis of the overall, long term financial requirements. The first step in preparing the
LTFS was to compile the information contained in these plans to determine the overall
anticipated capital funding requirements for each of the next 10 years. This information
was then used to develop a LTFS for reaching capital funding sustainability.

Purposes
The LTFS is designed to meet the following purposes:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

To support and reflect Council’s strategic goal of providing services and
programs that respond to the aspirations of residents and visitors and are
delivered in an effective, innovative, and fiscally responsible manner.
To support Council’s strategic priority of establishing and meeting defined targets
for reserves and capital contributions.
To support Council’s strategic priority of implementing an asset management
strategy.
To establish a strategy for growing reserve funds sufficient to ensure the longterm financial stability and flexibility of the Town’s capital infrastructure plans.
To build awareness of the results of 10-year projections of capital spending and
resulting funding requirements.
To assist the Town in determining the extent of its financial challenges.
To spur the development of actions in department business plans and budgets
that respond to the LTFS.

Background
Since the LTFP workshop, Council has successfully completed the planned timeline
milestones as follows:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a property tax policy – November 2015
Intentional reserve contributions included in the annual operating budgets –
December 2015
Revise the debt management policy to include better parameters and reporting
requirements – March 2016
Revise the Reserves policy to include better parameters and reporting
requirements – June 2016
Address master plans, asset needs assessments, and condition assessments to
determine holistic, long-term capital funding requirements – March 2017
Develop a LTFS for capital asset funding – June 2017

In order to develop the LTFS, it was important to understand key challenges and trends,
the Town’s current financial position, and the existing funding sources and levels
available.

Figure 2: Canmore Fire Hall

Key Challenges and Trends
The current financial situation of the Town reflects a strong financial position, prudent
fiscal practices, moderate residential taxes, moderate reserve levels, and moderate but
manageable debt. All of these factors contribute to the Town being in a sound financial
position. Although the Town’s current financial position is sound there are some
systemic and emerging issues that could potentially threaten the Town’s financial
sustainability, as follows:
•

Limited revenue-raising tools to fund expenditures: The Town is responsible
for providing a wide range of essential services and infrastructure and must rely
on only a few limited sources of revenue. The Town’s revenue sources are not
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broad enough and the amount they provide is inadequate to fund services and
infrastructure at required levels. Furthermore, property taxes, which are the
Town’s primary, reliable revenue source, are not sensitive to economic growth.
•

Tourism: The need to provide infrastructure to support the Town’s significant
tourism industry, and without additional special funding sources, places further
pressures on the Town’s finances. This pressure is not experienced by all
municipalities. “The capital value of infrastructure in tourism communities is a
good proxy for comparison to non-tourism communities. Per capita tangible
capital assets (Provincial 2012 Milnet data) show a $15,485 average value of
tourism community assets as compared to $10,054 for ten similar sized nontourism communities, a 54% increase in tangible capital asset investment
requirements.” (Source: Alberta Tourism Communities Benchmarking and
Competitiveness Review (August 2015). Prepared by the Headwater Group.)

•

Demand to fund future infrastructure: The cost of supplying and maintaining
infrastructure to support new growth places considerable demands on Town
budgets. Because of the long lead times required to plan and build municipal
infrastructure, the Town must anticipate growth and plan, finance and build
required infrastructure before the tax base exists to contribute revenue toward
these costs. It is the Town’s practice to debt-finance these front-end
infrastructure costs. This practice assumes that future off-site levies will be used
to fund debt servicing payments; in essence growth pays for growth. This places
additional stress on municipal finances and reduces the debt limit available to
fund non-growth infrastructure projects.

•

Recent acquisition of a number of new pieces of infrastructure: In the past
five years the Town has approved and/or added a number of new assets, such
as the Waste Transfer Facility, Elevation Place, artsPlace, Canmore Recreation
Centre Renovations, flood mitigation structures, local transit, the Legacy Trail,
pedestrian and cycling infrastructure, and affordable housing developments. As a
result, debt levels have increased, reserves have decreased, and grant funds
have been allocated to the new rather than to the rehabilitation and replacement
of existing infrastructure. New infrastructure will also require eventual
rehabilitation and replacement, thus adding to the long term financial burden of
capital assets.
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Figure 3: Elevation Place

•

Ageing existing infrastructure: Currently most of the Town’s assets are
relatively young, but they are ageing and will require increased levels of
rehabilitation and replacement. The 2016 annual amortization of the historical
cost of capital assets was $7.7 million, indicating the annual cost to replace the
existing assets at their original cost. As capital infrastructure in tourism-based
communities tends to be more expensive, the actual annual costs to replace
existing assets will be significantly higher, and they will only increase over time.

•

Unreliable long-term capital grant funding from other orders of
government: The Town does not have sufficient fiscal capacity to provide a level
of infrastructure necessary to meet current demands and accommodate future
growth and must rely on transfer payments that can be changed at the discretion
of other orders of government, or incur additional debt. This creates uncertainty
in financial planning due to potential unexpected changes to funding caused by
the changing priorities of other orders of government. It is important to note that
the Town must also continue to fund associated on-going operating expenditures
from limited and largely inflexible sources of revenue.

•

A volatile economy: The Town is challenged by a cyclical economy and has
repeatedly experienced periods of rapid economic and population growth
followed by periods of stagnation or even contraction. This presents challenges
in establishing stable levels of services and revenue, including off-site levies
used to pay for “growth” infrastructure.
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•

Increasing pressure to minimize municipal tax increases: Although the
Town’s residential property taxes are moderate on the Canadian scale, there is
considerable pressure to control tax rate increases. Since tax increases are
politically sensitive and highly visible, increases in property tax have politically
acceptable limits, even if a significant portion of the increase can be attributed to
external factors such as inflation. It is key that taxpayers receive fair and prudent
value for their tax dollars.

•

Over-contribution of taxes to other orders of government: Taxpayers in
Canmore over-contribute to the Federal and Provincial governments. This means
that the taxes and other payments going to these orders of government exceed
the benefits received by Canmorites. This leaves local government with less than
adequate revenue to fund its spending responsibilities and requires the use of
debt and reserve draws to bridge the gap. As well, the Provincial Education
Property Tax charges reduce the tax room otherwise available to fund municipal
operations and infrastructure and this amount sent to the Province significantly
exceeds the benefits received in return. All of this places further stress on the
Town’s financial position.

Taken together, the sum of the issues is greater than its parts: a resource-intensive
operation with static revenue sources; growth-related expenditures, which exceeds
available revenue; increasing demand for both new infrastructure and prudent
management of existing assets; unreliable and often conditional long-term capital grant
funding; a tourist-based economy prone to rapid swings and requiring infrastructure to
support it; considerable pressure to control tax rate increases; a fiscal imbalance
between the orders of government; and a diverse resident and visitor population that
values quality infrastructure. Without definitive action to address these factors, the Town
will become increasingly challenged to fund existing and projected infrastructure that
citizens and visitors expect and value.

Current Financial Position
The current financial situation of the Town is strong, its fiscal practices are prudent, its
investments are diverse and liquid, and the move to approved multi-year budgeting
offers a degree of foresight. Based upon information obtained to date, the projected
capital reserves, debt room, annual tax contribution to capital projects, and annual grant
funding to December 31, 2018 are as follows:
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Source
General Capital Reserve
Asset Replacement/Rehabilitation Reserve
Utility Reserves
Debt Room – 100% of debt limit less debentures and
guarantees outstanding and committed
Annual tax contribution to capital projects
Municipal Sustainability Initiative (MSI) Grant Funds - annual
Federal Gas Tax Fund (FGTF) Grant Funds - annual

Project December 31,
2018 Balance (in
millions)
$8.9
$1.6
$6.7
$23.0
$1.0
$4.5
$0.7

Table 1: Projected reserves balances and debt room to December 31, 2018, the annual tax
contribution to current year capital projects, and annual grant allocations.

As at December 31, 2016 the Town owned assets with a historical cost of
$373,188,192, of which $92,212,824 had been amortized, leaving an unamortized asset
balance (net book value) of $290,975,368 or 76% of their cost. This indicates that the
Town’s assets are relatively “young”, which is to be expected given the recent
significant new infrastructure additions. Annual amortization is $7.7 million.
Current budgeted capital spending on non-flood related capital assets and projects is
$12.7 million in 2017 and $26.9 million in 2018. Flood related projects add another
$0.38 million and $3.65 million respectively.

Figure 4: Street Sweeper
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Long Range Projections
The Town is facing significant capital asset funding challenges. The state of municipal
finance is such that opportunities to raise additional revenue and funding from new or
existing sources are limited. The Town’s main source of revenue is derived from
property tax, which has proven to be inflexible and inelastic. Funding from other orders
of government is at their discretion and is subject to change or elimination as provincial
and federal agendas evolve. Meeting citizens’ and visitors’ infrastructure expectations
has also placed stress on Town finances. The addition of new and improved assets,
meeting the demands of growth, replacing and rehabilitating existing infrastructure, and
responding to inflationary pressures all contribute relentlessly to a profile of anticipated
capital expenditures that exceed available revenue.
The foundation for understanding the extent of the Town’s financial challenges is a
projection of its capital funding requirements 5 and 10 years into the future. The
projections demonstrate the inadequacy of current funding sources to pay for capital
expenditures.
A multi-year financial projection is an essential tool for long-term planning. The purpose
of a multi-year projection is to:
•
•
•

Illustrate the relative magnitude of the capital financial challenges facing the
Town,
Highlight the general trends they reveal, and
Assist in planning strategy and actions that will contribute to the Town’s longterm capital funding sustainability.

The capital projections are based on all funded and unfunded capital programs
identified by Town departments from existing planning documents. They show that over
the next 5 and 10 years the currently available funding sources will not support all
identified capital programs.

Assumptions
The results of long-range financial projections are dependent on the assumptions made,
which were:
•

Annual funding of operating and maintenance costs is adequate to ensure assets
do not deteriorate faster than normal,
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•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

All capital projects are included in the plans, which are based on known and
reasonably anticipated requirements over the next ten years; no contingency is
included for emergent or unplanned capital requirements,
The costs of and funding for flood-related projects are excluded from the
calculations as these are considered to be extraordinary occurrences and distort
annual average calculations,
The costs of and funding for utility projects are excluded from the calculations,
with the exception of remaining debt limits available, as the solid waste services,
recycling, water, and wastewater utilities budget using already established longterm models,
MSI or some other Provincial grant continues at the current amount and for the
entire period,
FGTF or similar Federal grant continues at the current amount and for the entire
period,
The increase the annual property tax contribution to capital increases by 2% per
year based on the assumptions that the current practice of contributing the
equivalent of 5% of the previous years’ property tax revenue to funding of current
year capital initiatives continues and that property taxes increase by 2% per year,
The debt limit increases by 2% per year, based on a 2% annual tax increase,
Asset Rehabilitation/Replacement Reserve contributions remain at the current
budgeted $400,000/year,
Interest income is not included in projected reserve balances, as reserve
balances are expected to rapidly decrease thus generating low to no interest
income,
All amounts include a 2% inflation adjustment per year, the same assumed
increase in tax revenue,
The annual contribution to the General Capital Reserve is held at the current
amount of $1.65 million in order to determine its adequacy. This includes
discretionary contributions of $660K and Fortis franchise fees of $990K, and
No transfer of operating surpluses to reserves is included, as the Town has
implemented tighter operating budget initiatives, resulting in decreasing
surpluses. These surpluses are not a sustainable or reliable funding source, thus,
they should not be assumed to occur or continue.
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Figure 5: Materials Recycling Facility

Sensitivities
Changes to individual assumptions can impact the projections and since the
assumptions affect the projections so much, it is important to understand not only what
the assumptions are, but also how changes to them could alter the outcome; this is
known as sensitivities. The following sensitivities must be considered:
•

•

•

•

•

Inflation: Inflationary cost increases will directly impact the level of funding
required, which is exacerbated by the inelasticity of the Town’s primary source of
revenue, property taxes.
Tax rate changes: With public demand to keep property tax rates stable or even
to decrease them, the ability to fund capital assets is reduced. Decreases in
property tax revenue will increase the gap between what is required to fund
capital plans and what is available.
Uncertain and potential decreases in grant funding levels: Changes to the
level of funding available from other levels of government or restrictions placed
upon their use will significantly impact the projections.
Unanticipated or emergent capital requirements: The projections were
prepared based upon the known capital requirements in existing planning
documents, excluding flood-related initiatives. Any assets not included in these
documents increase the projected capital funding gap.
Changes to the cost estimates beyond inflation: The projected costs are
based on those contained in the various planning documents, which may or may
not be 100% accurate. While a 2% inflationary factor has been applied, any cost
changes in excess of inflation will impact the projected funding requirements.
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•

•

Changes to the utility rate models: Any changes to the utility rate models that
require more debt than anticipated or any other non-utility rate/reserves support
will negatively impact the projected capital funding gap.
Capital requirements outside of the 10 year window: Assets with high price
tags, and especially those that sit just outside of the 10 year, can significantly
impact average annual funding requirements, as a 10 year window to “save up”
for the expenditures is too short. One such example is bridge rehabilitation/
replacement costs which are significant and the majority of which lie between
twelve and thirty years into the future.

Figure 6: Bow River Bridge

Projections
5 and 10 year projections of capital expenditures and funding have been prepared
based on all funded and unfunded capital programs identified in the Town’s planning
documents, not including provisions for items outlined in the “sensitivities” section of this
report. The projections are contained in the following tables:
• Table 2: New and rehabilitation capital expenditures, years 1 – 5 (2019 –
2023)
• Table 3: New and rehabilitation capital expenditures, years 6 – 10 (2024 –
2028)
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•

•

•

Table 4: Projected reserves, debt, current year taxes, and grants used to
fund projected capital expenditures, and the resulting balances each year
for years 1 – 5
Table 5: Projected reserves, debt, current year taxes, and grants used to
fund projected capital expenditures, and the resulting balances each year
for years 6 – 10
Table 6: Summary of the projected annual General Capital and Asset
Rehabilitation/Replacement reserves balances and the outstanding debt
as a percentage of the debt limit over a 10 year period beginning in 2019.

Capital Expenditures in Planning Documents (in $000s)
2019 2019 2020 2020 2021 2021 2022
2022
2023
2023
Rehab
Item
New
Rehab New Rehab New Rehab New Rehab New
Bridges
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,000
2,000
2,000
Roads
5,210
500 2,225 1,000
270 1,750 2,000
Facilities
55
70
195
620
325
100 2,355
1,540
9,100
1,210
137
140
137
IT
140
137
30
137
140
137
140
60
1,800
380
1,230
545
Protective Services 40
35
385
260
385
Fleet
200
508
100
360
625
25
Parks
1,870
445
345
400
545
357
625
Totals

7,475

2,040

2,795

3,487

1,280

2,929

5,155

4,482

12,125

5,557

Inflated Total (2%) 7,625
Annual Inflated Total

2,081
9,705

2,908

3,628
6,536

1,358

3,108
4,467

5,580

4,851
10,431

13,387

6,135
19,522

Table 2: New and rehabilitation capital expenditures per planning documents in thousands of
dollars, adjusted for an annual compounded 2% inflation rate, years 1 – 5 (2019 – 2023).

Capital Expenditures in Planning Documents (in $000s)
2024
2024 2025
2025 2026
2026 2027
2027 2028
2028
Item
New Rehab
New Rehab New Rehab New Rehab New Rehab
Bridges
0
0
0 1,600
0
0
0
0
0
0
Roads
2,000
2,000 2,000
2,000 2,000
2,000 2,000
2,000 2,000
2,000
Facilities
2,830
1,370 3,135
1,207 5,305
2,684 2,412
1,923 2,412
1,923
IT
140
137
140
137
140
137
140
137
140
137
Protective Services 500
40
779
544
Fleet
200
385
385
330
385
106
397
106
397
Parks
625
350
625
425
625
500
425
383
425
383
Totals

5,795

4,742

5,900

5,794

8,400

5,706

5,083

5,619

5,083

5,384

Inflated Total (2%) 6,526
Annual Inflated Total

5,340
11,866

6,777

6,655
13,433

9,842

6,685
16,527

6,075

6,715
12,790

6,196

6,563
12,759

Table 3: New and rehabilitation capital expenditures per planning documents in thousands of
dollars, adjusted for an annual compounded 2% inflation rate, years 6 – 10 (2024 – 2028).
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Dec 31/18 Balance
2019 Additions
2019 Debt repymt
2019 Draws
2019 Balance
Debt Limit Used

Gen Cap Reserve Asset R&R Reserve Debt
MSI Capital
FGTF
Taxes
8,877,700
1,588,745 47,658,224
604,858
125,465
4,500,000
705,000 1,010,000
1,650,000
400,000 4,041,000 u
6,518,629
4,295,300
3,600,000
800,000 1,010,000
6,232,400
1,988,745 45,180,595
1,504,858
30,465
60.08%

2020 Additions
2020 Debt repymt
2020 Draws
2020 Balance
Debt Limit Used

1,650,000

2021 Additions
2021 Debt repymt
2021 Draws
2021 Balance
Debt Limit Used

1,650,000

2022 Additions
2022 Debt repymt
2022 Draws
2022 Balance
Debt Limit Used

1,650,000

2023 Additions
2023 Debt repymt
2023 Draws
2023 Balance
Debt Limit Used

1,650,000

1,955,593
5,926,807

1,415,820
6,160,987

7,810,987

7,394,611
2,066,376

400,000

4,500,000 u
1,064,447

4,500,000

705,000 1,030,200

2,850,000
3,154,858

700,000 1,030,200
35,465
-

1,337,713

4,500,000

705,000 1,050,804

1,300,000
6,354,858

700,000 1,050,804
40,465
-

4,500,000

705,000 1,071,820

9,359,579
1,495,279

1,071,820
745,465
-

4,500,000

705,000 1,093,256

5,995,279
-

1,450,465 1,093,256
-

2,388,745 48,616,148
63.39%
400,000

2,788,745 47,278,435
60.43%
400,000

303,630 u
1,705,742

3,188,745 45,876,323
57.49%
400,000
1,735,630
3,588,745
44,140,693
54.23%

u = utilities debt n = non-utilities debt
Table 4: Projected reserves, debt, current year taxes, and grants used to fund projected capital
expenditures, and the resulting balances each year for years 1 – 5.
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Gen Cap Reserve Asset R&R Reserve Debt
MSI Capital
FGTF
Taxes
2024 Additions
1,650,000
400,000 1,429,876 n
4,500,000
705,000 1,115,122
2024 Debt repymt
1,039,613
2024 Draws
3,716,376
400,000
4,500,000
705,000 1,115,122
2024 Balance
44,530,956
Debt Limit Used
53.64%
2025 Additions
2025 Debt repymt
2025 Draws
2025 Balance
Debt Limit Used

1,650,000

400,000

1,650,000
-

2026 Additions
2026 Debt repymt
2026 Draws
2026 Balance
Debt Limit Used

5,040,306 n
1,078,315

4,500,000

705,000 1,137,424

400,000
48,492,947
57.27%

4,500,000
-

705,000 1,137,424
-

1,650,000

400,000

4,500,000

705,000 1,160,173

1,650,000
-

400,000
55,486,650
64.24%

4,500,000
-

705,000 1,160,173
-

2027 Additions
2027 Debt repymt
2027 Draws
2027 Balance
Debt Limit Used

1,650,000

400,000

4,500,000

705,000 1,183,376

1,650,000
-

400,000
58,677,765
66.60%

4,500,000
-

705,000 1,183,376
-

2028 Additions
2028 Debt repymt
2028 Draws
2028 Balance
Debt Limit Used

1,650,000

400,000

4,500,000

705,000 1,207,043

1,650,000
-

400,000
61,877,156
68.86%

4,500,000
-

705,000 1,207,043
-

8,112,255 n
1,118,552

4,351,505 n
1,160,390

4,297,171 n
1,097,780

u = utilities debt n = non-utilities debt
Table 5: Projected reserves, debt, current year taxes, and grants used to fund projected capital
expenditures, and the resulting balances each year for years 6 – 10.
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Year
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028

Gen Cap
Asset Rehab/Rep.
$8,900
$1,600
$6,232
$1,989
$5,927
$2,389
$6,161
$2,789
$7,811
$3,189
$2,066
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Debt %
65%
60%
63%
60%
57%
54%
54%
57%
64%
67%
69%

Table 6: Summary of the projected annual General Capital and Asset
Rehabilitation/Replacement reserves balances (in $ thousands) and the outstanding debt as a
percentage of the debt limit over a 10 year period beginning in 2018.

The projections show that:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

over the first 5 years the average cost of the annual total planned projects is
$10.1M, and this increases to $13.5M in the later 5 years,
annual reserve contributions, tax contribution to capital funding, and grant
allocations total approximately $8.2M,
during the first 5 years the average annual funding gap for planned projects only
is $1.9M and this increases to $5.0M in the latter 5 years, for a cumulative total of
$34.5M over the 10 years,
over these periods the currently available funding sources will not support all
identified capital programs,
at current reserve contribution levels, by 2024, both the General Capital and the
Asset Rehabilitation/Replacement reserves will have been depleted,
every year the full amount of MSI and FGTF grant funds are utilized, and
debt levels will hit a low of 54% of the Town’s debt limit (down from the current
68%) and then begin climbing again year over year.

It is important to note that the projections also do not consider the impact rising debt
servicing costs will have on the operating revenue needed to fund them.
The projections highlight the known, anticipated stress upon the Town’s financial
capacity. It is clear the Town cannot continue to do the same things in the same way,
especially since the projections do not include any contingency amounts for emergent
and other unexpected or new initiatives requiring capital funding.
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Figure 7: Skateboard Park

Goals and Strategies – A Way Forward
The Town of Canmore is facing a number of challenges to its capacity to provide the
planned infrastructure valued by its citizens and visitors. Systemic barriers limit the
Town’s ability to fulfill its municipal mandate to provide infrastructure to its citizens and
visitors. Furthermore, growth-related demand for infrastructure is placing strain on the
Town’s financial capacity.
The essence of the LTFS is to provide a plan to deal with the 10-year financial
challenges facing Canmore, in order to progress toward long-term financial
sustainability. The model below presents the conceptual view of how this plan is
structured, from the identification of the overall purpose of municipal government capital
spending, to the specific financial strategy. A connection with non-financial goals and
strategies is indicated as well.
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Figure 8: Conceptual model of the strategy framework.

A brief description of each element of the model follows:
Infrastructure for Citizens and Visitors: The Town of Canmore’s Corporate Vision
(Canmore is a resilient and vibrant community socially, economically, and
environmentally. Its strength is in its resourceful and engaged citizens, who thrive
together on the strength of the community’s heritage, long term commitment to the
diversity of its people, and health of the mountain landscape) is expressed through
providing services to its citizens and visitors, which are supported by its infrastructure.
Council recognizes that under existing circumstances the Town will be challenged to
fulfill its municipal infrastructure mandate. Council has adopted this LTFS, in recognition
that existing principles and practices governing municipal capital financing must change
if the Town is to continue to provide the infrastructure needed, expected, and valued by
Canmorites and their visitors without jeopardizing its financial position.
Overarching financial goal: In order to preserve the ability to continue meeting its
capital responsibilities and expectations, Canmore must achieve a sustainable longterm financial situation. The Town’s ability to provide, rehabilitate, and replace physical
infrastructure is particularly challenging given a narrow revenue base that, typically,
experiences only modest growth. The Town is further challenged by a history of periods
of strong economic growth during which demands for infrastructure increases, followed
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by economic slow-downs, which includes a decrease in funding and revenue, while
infrastructure financial pressures remain the same. Infrastructure for anticipated growth
must be funded before the growth occurs and corresponding increases in revenue are
realized.
In order to define strategies and actions for becoming sustainable, as well as assess the
degree to which sustainability is being achieved, a clear understanding of financial
sustainability is necessary. For the purpose of this document, financial sustainability is
defined as:
“The enduring ability of the Town to ensure that it can deliver the level and types
of infrastructure expected by the community, while proactively assessing and
managing associated risks, at acceptable levels of taxation and fees.”
Financial sustainability as defined above extends beyond the ability to raise sufficient
revenue to meet the current capital expenditures. There are four key concepts ingrained
in this perspective:
1. The first concept in this statement is that this occurs over the long term and
therefore extends beyond the current budget. Financial sustainability, therefore,
means the ability to balance these funding and expenditure constraints over the
long term. Focusing on the long term also implicitly satisfies the need to maintain
intergenerational equity, such that one generation does not unduly subsidize the
infrastructure that will be used by another generation.
2. The second concept is that infrastructure should be maintained. This puts a
constraint on expenditures, in that to be considered sustainable, a municipality
cannot continually reduce capital expenditures to balance with revenues.
3. Third, the importance of the Town’s proactive risk management culture is
acknowledged. Strategies and actions developed and implemented in support of
financial sustainability will be fully considered in accordance with a
comprehensive set of risk management procedures and programs.
4. Finally, an acceptable level of taxation and user fees means that there is an
upward constraint on the ability to raise revenue in order to meet expenditures.
Financial sustainability is not a static goal. Changes in everything from technology to
political environment to societal values will all impact the sustainability of the Town’s
capital programs. Therefore, on-going monitoring and revision of goals and strategies is
necessary to ensure that the financial path that the Town is on at any given time is
sustainable.
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Figure 9: Wastewater Treatment Plant

Specific financial goals: There are five main goals to deliver financial sustainability in
the long term:
1. Flexibility: being able to effectively respond to changing economic, social,
environmental or political conditions and circumstances. This goal involves
reserving some capacity during typical years to be able to respond to significant
atypical conditions or events.
2. Efficiency: using public funds in ways that provide the highest level of needed
infrastructure possible within the amount of funding available. Efficiency should
be interpreted on two levels: a departmental level and a corporate level. At the
departmental level, departments need to strive to use the least resources to
provide a given level of capital projects. At the corporate level, this means
targeting resources at those capital projects most valued and needed by citizens
and visitors, and only providing capital infrastructure that provides sufficient value
to citizens and visitors to justify the costs.
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3. Funding sufficiency: having sufficient resources to support the delivery of
infrastructure projects for which the Town bears responsibility. As related to
financial sustainability, this goal refers not just to the amount of funding, but to
the consistency in funding level changes relative to changes in expenditures and
to the diversity of funding sources. The Town is continually challenged to fund its
significant infrastructure obligations because of insufficient and inflexible
revenue-raising tools.
4. Integration: ensuring that the financial constraints under which the Town
operates are fully considered when engaging in policy-making and decisionmaking. This also refers to decisions across the municipal corporation being
coordinated to ensure consistency and the most cost-effective infrastructure
provision.
5. Credibility: achieving financial performance in a way that achieves and
maintains public confidence in the municipality’s ability to provide infrastructure at
expected levels. This includes the transparency with which financial decisions
are made and the accountability for ensuring these decisions are consistent with
the overall goal of financial sustainability. Citizens and visitors value the
infrastructure provided by the Town and they must continue to perceive that the
benefits provided them are at least in proportion to the municipal taxes they pay.
Financial strategy areas: council has adopted this LTFS, the vision of which is to build
a municipal government that is able to meet its financial obligations as they relate to its
infrastructure plans and programs. Council’s strategy recognizes that existing principles
and practices governing municipal capital finance are not sustainable.
Eight principal areas of financial strategy have been identified to contribute to the five
financial goals over the next 10 years. For the most part, the strategies contribute to all
the financial goals identified. Each strategy area is outlined below, including a
description and specific statements that support each strategy area. The strategy
statements discuss identifiable successes and promote new actions and approaches
that will improve financial sustainability as it relates to the Town’s capital program, as
well as encourage the continuation of current practices that prevent the erosion of
sustainability. Included in this section are examples of specific accomplishments toward
long-term financial sustainability and proposed near-term and longer-term action items
that are being considered or actively pursued by the Town in its quest to achieve
sustainability.
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1. Ensuring adequate funding recognizes the challenges facing The Town
because of systemic inadequacies that result in insufficient and inflexible
revenue-raising tools. It involves both determining Canmore’s funding
requirements (including managing infrastructure growth, redevelopment, and
lifecycle replacement needs) and obtaining adequate funding from multiple
sources to meet them. It encompasses a balanced approach to capital funding so
that needs related to infrastructure growth and rehabilitating or replacing current
assets are both prominent. This strategy area includes three major strategy
statements regarding full cost identification and maintaining or potentially
increasing funding from existing and new revenue sources.
a. Ensure that estimates of future infrastructure expenditure requirements
are complete and sustainable. This strategy requires that the cost of
providing infrastructure is identified in order to establish what level of funding
would be considered “adequate”.
The Town has implemented the financial reporting model required by the
Public Sector Accounting Board for municipalities in Canada. A useful
outcome of this has been determining the cost of Town-owned assets. The
Tangible Capital Asset inventory, historical costing and categorization project
that was required in order to implement the reporting model has given the
Town a much-improved understanding of the cost of each asset. Work on this
LTFS has also amalgamated the anticipated future infrastructure funding
contained in a wide variety of planning documents to provide a better, holistic
picture of what funding will be required to replace the Town’s infrastructure at
the end of its lifecycle.
b. Maintain/increase funding from existing sources. On the funding side, the
Town has obtained and leveraged Municipal Sustainability Initiative (MSI)
grant funding. Although the majority of current offsite levies relate to utility
infrastructure, which is not included in this LTFS, the annual review and
updating of development offsite levies will promote a more representative
alignment of these assessments with the costs of providing growth
infrastructure and will provide mechanisms to more accurately align revenues
and costs over time. While not considered or included in the LTFS, it is also
important to remain cognizant of the associated future operating costs of
capital and to ensure required operating funds are recognized.
The Town is aware of the demand to minimize property tax increases.
However, a sustained increase in the annual contribution to capital reserves
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from property tax revenue is required to fund capital projects. Based upon the
2018 projected property tax revenue, a 1% increase equates to approximately
$230,000. With an annual capital funding gap ranging from $2.3 to $3.7
million, a one-time 10% to 15% increase in the contribution from taxes would
be needed to close this gap. A further increase would be required to ensure
adequate funding of reserves to build a buffer for financing unexpected or
emergent infrastructure needs, or for capital plans that change due to the
sensitivities explored earlier in this report. Recognizing that this level of tax
increase in one year is unpalatable, the LTFS calls for a sustained increase in
the contribution from property taxes each and every year, for a minimum of
the next 10 years to increase funding of reserves.
c. Match the volatility of funding and expenditures. Where possible,
attaching funding sources to infrastructure expenditures that have similar
volatility or risk profiles can ensure a long-term stable funding source. The
types of actions flowing from the execution of this strategy area, in the nearterm, includes recognizing lifecycle costs and the operating expense for
capital assets, as part of the completion of asset management plans. Longer
term, this strategy could encompass, for example, ensuring development
agreements and the offsite levies provide sufficient resources to fund growthrelated infrastructure, working to achieve certainty, flexibility and longevity in
intergovernmental funding agreements, and emphasizing the continuing need
to establish more stable, long-term sources of growth sensitive funding.
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Figure 10: Pumphouse 1

2. Achieving diverse sources of funding includes identifying actions related to
alternative and innovative funding sources that will help the Town respond to the
pressures of growth and redevelopment and reduce the reliance on the property
tax. This is especially important for large capital requirements such as new and
significant buildings or water treatment plants. The Town has traditionally had
access to a limited number of inelastic revenue sources such as property taxes,
user fees and intergovernmental transfers to meet expenditure requirements that
are continually under upward pressure. This has placed the Town’s financial
position under increasing stress.
Diversifying funding relates to risk mitigation by having a variety of (balanced)
funding sources that limits the impact to revenues from economic, environmental
and/or social changes and allow for better alignment of changes in funding and
expenditures. Efforts in the short-term could involve identifying additional
revenue-sharing or compensation opportunities with other orders of government
in order to support both operating and capital needs.
Anticipated changes to Alberta’s Municipal Government Act (MGA) will expand
the types of growth infrastructure that municipalities may charge developer offsite
levies for, thus allowing for a better funding model for growth infrastructure.
Expanded use of user fees to more closely fund costs from those who benefit will
free up property taxes that can then be used to fund the capital financing gap.
Lobbying of the Provincial government for access to the Tourism Levies collected
in Canmore or other “tourism infrastructure funding” should continue to be
pursued.
There are also more grant opportunities for regional projects, thus the Town,
where possible and feasible, should seek to partner with its regional municipal
partners for acquiring or constructing mutually beneficial assets in order to utilize
these regional grant funding sources.
Longer-term, the Town could focus on identifying and negotiating for
municipalities’ access to growth-sensitive revenue sources in terms of taxes, fees
and development charges. The measure of what portion of Town capital funding
is provided by municipal property taxes will be a good indicator of whether the
search for new sources is succeeding.
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3. Managing expenditures deals with cost containment in order to limit pressure
on funding requirements. This is a particularly important area during economic
downturns, when revenues are under stress. This strategy area includes two
statements regarding cost control and prioritization:
a. Increase efficiencies in infrastructure delivery. Asset management
plans will be developed as part of the continuing LTFP work, which will
lead to lifecycle management of assets that will target expenditures to
achieve efficient life spans while reducing the impact of premature major
overhauls or replacements. This will aid in the efficient delivery of the
Town’s capital program, as will seeking value for money in the acquisition
or construction of capital assets. The continuation of mode shift initiatives
will continue to reduce the need for new and enhanced road infrastructure,
and continuing the practice of matching road and deep utility work will
reduce costs in both of these areas. Other efficiencies can be found by:
i. Ensuring there is alignment among Council priorities, coordinated
department business plans and corporate budgets, and
ii. Implementing innovative procurement strategies, incorporating
sustainable strategies into facility design and construction.
b. Set priorities to ensure the most important areas are funded. Council
applied a corporate capital prioritization process to development of the
2017 – 2021 Capital Planning Summary, thereby optimizing overall capital
expenditures and providing guidance for potential cost deferrals in the
future. Measurement tools have also been utilized to assist with managing
assets, including the facilities and roads condition assessment reports.
The Town shall continue to align economic and population growth with
infrastructure investment planning and capital budgeting. Further, given
the recent trend toward funding new infrastructure, priority should now turn
to funding existing asset rehabilitation/replacement projects.
To this end, starting with the 2019 budget year (with the exception of the
changes to the Reserves Policy which shall be undertaken in 2017) the
following steps should be taken in regards to capital reserve investments:
i. Use the General Capital reserve to fund new infrastructure projects
and the Asset Rehabilitation/Replacement reserve to fund
rehabilitation/replacement infrastructure projects in most, nonemergent cases,
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ii. Transfer $4 million from the General Capital reserve to the Asset
Rehabilitation/Replacement reserve,
iii. Reduce the annual discretionary contributions to the general capital
reserve to $500,000 for the next five years, down from the current
$660,000, and the remaining minimum of $160,000 will be
contributed to the Asset Rehabilitation/Replacement reserve,
iv. Transfer an amount equivalent to the annual Fortis Franchise fees
collected to the Asset Rehabilitation/Replacement reserve rather
than to the General Capital reserve,
v. The recommended annual increased contribution to reserves from
property taxes shall be transferred to the Asset
Rehabilitation/Replacement reserve, and
vi. Schedule A of the Reserve Policy shall be amended to reflect these
changes.
4. Providing for contingencies prepares the Town to manage risk and to be
resilient when dealing with unforeseen circumstances while limiting the impact on
the capital project plans. The following two strategic statements address the
means to prepare adequately for the unknown:
a. Monitor economic and operational factors and forecasts in order to be
able to respond to changing circumstances. Economic downturns and
variable funding schedules from other orders of government (for example,
MSI, FGTF, and Green Trip funding) has highlighted the need to monitor the
external economy and internal expenditures to be aware of the timing and
degree of contingency actions and funding that may be required. The Town’s
budget process provides mechanisms to adjust business plans and budgets
to correspond to changes in funding levels.
b. Ensure the Town has ready access to enough funds to meet unforeseen
urgent needs and manage risk appropriately. Current reserve funding
levels will not only be insufficient to fund the capital asset plans over the next
10 years, there will also be insufficient funds set aside to meet unforeseen or
emergent funding needs. The LTFS includes initiatives to grow reserve levels
in order to better manage the risks of the unknown in the future.
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Figure 11: Trail Flooding - 2012

5. Using debt strategically can provide capital funding flexibility by allowing
certain infrastructure to be built and used before sufficient revenue has
accumulated to offset the needed investment. Debt is also a tool that allows
capital investments to be made when construction costs are favourable, to
leverage grant funding, and to meet other needs such as stimulating the local
economy. Debt can also promote inter-generational equity in that infrastructure is
paid for by those who use it. The prudent use of available debt capacity can aid
financial flexibility as a source of contingency financing. High debt levels,
however, reduce flexibility, can increase the cost of borrowing and could impair
financial sustainability if debt repayments cause or contribute to future revenue
inadequacy. Two strategy statements deal with ways to use the Town’s debt limit
strategically:
a. Manage the level of debt and use it strategically to make available, in a
timely manner, essential assets with long lifespans. In accordance with
the LTFP timeline adopted in 2015, Council amended its Debt Management
Policy to include limits to the Town’s overall debt and its uses. These limits
have been used in the development of the 2017 – 2021 Capital Planning
Summary and the approved 2017 and 2018 Capital Budgets. Continued
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compliance with this policy will ensure strategic use of debt for funding
essential assets with long lifespans.
b. Examine a wider range of debt financing instruments. Strategic use of
debt for bridge financing for MSI-funded projects have been approved in the
past to get an earlier start on projects funded through provincial grants. Shortto medium-term debt temporarily increased, but this type of debt would be
considered self-sufficient because some future provincial funding would be
dedicated to repaying it. This strategy allowed the Town to successfully
maintain momentum behind projects despite changes to the sequencing of
funding commitments, and should continue to be employed where prudent to
do so.
Council may also consider private-public-partnerships (P3s) as a means to
diversifying sources of financing by enabling the Town to take advantage of
potential private financing sources and spread costs over the useful life of the
asset while transferring long-term risk to a private partner. As well, in some
cases, access to grants from other orders of government may be contingent
on the project considering a P3 as a delivery method.
6. Operating with prudent foresight requires the Town to take into account what
the current and future impacts of decisions will be on infrastructure, including
how the Town’s overall financial sustainability may be affected. It is important to
build internal and external awareness of the projected future costs of Town
infrastructure and of the potential impacts of changes to those projections. The
Town has extended its financial planning horizon with two-year business
planning and budgeting as well as a five-year period for long-range capital
project planning. With changes to the MGA, the operating planning horizon will
change to at least three years, while the capital horizon will remain at at least five
years. The Town will consider planning for longer than the minimum required by
the MGA in order to maximize the foresight provided by longer term planning.
Other prudent actions will include:
•
•

•
•

Continuing to integrate business plans and budgets.
Assessing the longer-term impacts of current financial decisions (such as
providing for the operating impact of capital investments in operating budgets
and in capital budgets’ project justification sheets).
Considering financial capacity in the Town’s decision-making, and
Periodic updating of the capital funding projections to incorporate new
information.
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7. Maintaining sufficient cash flow allows the Town to pay the costs of supplying
infrastructure mandated by Council while managing the use of debt. The Town
needs to ensure it receives sufficient cash flow spread over the year to meet
obligations while minimizing debt requirements. The Town’s long-standing
promotion of its monthly payment plans for property taxes (TIPP) ensures that a
moderate amount of its revenues are spread throughout the year, reducing the
volatility of cash flow and requirements for short-term borrowing. Currently, 49%
of taxable properties are on TIPP.
The Town’s cash flow meets requirements and permits the investment of funds in
varying investment vehicles and for various terms to maximize interest income,
thus providing another source of revenue. Council’s reserve policy requires that
interest earned on invested reserves be transferred to these reserves.
Actions that respond to this strategy statement could include looking for
opportunities to advance revenue intake, continuing support for instalment
payment plans for property taxes, and pacing expenditures to maximize cash
flow.
8. Promoting and enabling integration of priorities and resources involves
identifying and encouraging awareness of the financial implications of policymaking and decision-making on the Town’s financial position. It involves three
strategy statements regarding the optimal delivery of infrastructure.
a. Align corporate priorities by linking needs and actions to resources
and timelines. With the introduction of the Public Sector Accounting
Body’s (PSAB) requirement to account for Tangible Capital Assets (TCA)
on a municipality’s Statement of Financial Position, the Town is now in
possession of information on existing assets. Using this information, the
Town’s LTFS, and various planning documents, Council will be adopting
an Asset Management Plans which will govern the practice of asset
management within the Town. The intent is to create an integrated
approach to managing the Town’s capital assets by promoting procedural
enhancements that strengthen business processes, increase operational
efficiency and facilitate more comprehensive decision-making. The Asset
Management Plans and accounting for Tangible Capital Assets will/have
provided the Town with a much-improved understanding of the lifecycle
costs of its assets. Longer-term, the Town could pursue initiatives that
would allow it to leverage this information into a multifaceted decision-
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making/budgeting model to support optimal planning for the growth,
maintenance and replacement of existing assets and the development of
new assets.
b. Increase co-ordination to promote greater efficiency. The capital
expenditure implications shall be considered when making growth and
funding decisions. The Town will also actively pursue opportunities to
develop processes to identify growth and the related capital funding
priorities, and directly link the identification of planning needs with
supporting infrastructure. The Town will:
i. Program realistic and achievable goals. Realizing that not
everything project contained in the Town’s planning documents
when they are recommended to be done, a co-ordinated approach
will be taken to prioritize projects and reduce those undertaken in
any given year only to what is financially feasible.
ii. Seek infrastructure investment decisions within a strategic,
interdepartmental, holistic process, and
iii. Coordinate departmental infrastructure investment priority lists
across the organization and identify opportunities to prioritize
capital project spending consistent with principles and objectives
contained in the Town’s planning documents.

Figure 12: Cougar Creek Ice Rink
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Summary
Although the Town’s financial position is sound there are some systemic and emerging
issues that could potentially threaten the Town’s financial sustainability as it relates to
the funding of capital assets. Without action to address these issues, the Town will
become increasingly challenged to provide the infrastructure that citizens and visitors
expect and value. The Long Term Financial Strategy provides a view of the gap that
could arise between the Town’s revenues/funding and capital expenditures in the next
10 years if these systemic and emerging issues continue unaddressed. The capital
funding and expenditure projection for the nest 10 years shows average annual funding
shortfalls of $2.7 million for the first 5 years, rising to $3.7 million for years 6 through 10.
These gaps do not include contingency funds for unexpected or emergent capital
needs. Financial goals and strategies have been developed to reduce the funding gap
that need to be periodically reviewed to improve financial sustainability while
considering areas that need to be maintained to prevent Town finances from
deteriorating.
The LTFS provides 10-year projections and financial goals and strategies in one
forward-looking document. The LTFS is not an exercise in precision, but remains a work
in progress which lays the groundwork for improvement with each update and is one of
the first steps in the eventual development of a holistic Long Term Financial Plan. The
10-year capital projections in the LTFP have been calculated based on assumptions
that would provide funding only for capital infrastructure identified in current planning
documents.
Council has identified that existing principles and practices governing municipal capital
finance are unsustainable and must change if Canmore is to maintain and enhance its
current capital funding position. Current sources and levels of revenue and funding are
not sufficient to meet projected requirements. The Town will also be further challenged
by continued growth, economic volatility and tax resistance. Without action to address
these challenges, the Town will face increasing financial pressure in providing
infrastructure that Canmore’s citizens and visitors expect and value. The potential
funding gaps identified in this document indicate that continuing to provide the planned
capital projects with the same revenue and funding is not financially sustainable.
Ensuring that priority is given to asset rehabilitation and replacement, and increasing
the property tax contribution to the Asset Rehabilitation/Replacement reserve will
provide some relief to the financial pressure facing the Town. However, the Town also
needs to develop and implement actions that support necessary financial strategies
identified in this document in order to achieve those financial goals that will maintain or
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enhance financial sustainability, while continuing to provide the infrastructure expected
and valued by Canmore’s citizens and visitors.
The impacts on the Town’s capital funding projections will need to be monitored to
determine effectiveness and whether strategies or implementations need to be
adjusted. Administration will periodically update the LTFS to reflect Council decisions,
changes to the economy, planning document modifications, and internal and external
developments that affect the Town financially.
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